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Grand Canyon National Park:
Assessment Report on Transportation Alternatives

Executive Summary

This report presents the results of the review by the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) and Federal Transit Administration (FTA) of the transportation alternatives
analysis conducted for the Orand Canyon National Park by the National Park Service
(NPS). The preferred alternative emerging through the NPS' analysis is a light rail system
that may be powered either by electricity or diesel engines. The U.S. Congress directed
FHWA and FTA to undertake this review in the Conference Report for the fiscal year
1999 U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) Appropriation Act. In response to the
Congressional directive, it is the purpose of the report to "detennine if all necessary and
appropriate transportation planning, development, environmental and alternative 'analyses
have been conducted to support the alternatives selected by the National Park Service."

Project Description

Heavy traffic volumes on roadways in the Grand Canyon National Park are a significant
problem, detracting from visitors' experience of the park as a natural environment and
generating unacceptable levels of noise and air pollution. The General Management
Plan (GMP) for the park, completed in 1995 after four years of planning, public
participation, and environmental review, identified transportation as the most significant
issue affecting preservation of the park's unique natural resources.

The transportation plan set forth in the GMP restricts the use of private vehicles and
requires most visitors to use public transit within the South Rim area of the park, which is
the destination of approximately 90 percent of visitors to the Grand Canyon. Transit is
conceived in the GMP as the backbone of a South Rim transportation system that also
will encourage movement by foot and bicycle. A system of trails is planned to promote
pedestrian and bicycle travel along the canyon rim, complementing transit service and
providing new, improved opportunities for experiencing the South Rim's incomparable
vistas.

The National Park Service, Grand Canyon (ORCA) has continued to refine the GMP's
original transportation concept as the proposed transit service has progressed through
Draft and Final Environmental Assessments (EA). Following the review of bus and rail
alternatives in the Draft EA, and in response to public comment, a rail system was
selected as the preferred alternative for re.view in the Final EA, released in August 1997.
As a result of concern as to whethtr the basic line haul service would best be served by
rail or bus, ORCA completed a Life Cycle Cost Analysis in December 1998 comparing
the line haul rail line to several line haul bus service options. Five alternatives were
considered in this analysis:

• Option J- Electric Light Rail
• Option 11- Diesel Light Rail
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• Option III- 40' Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) Bus
• Option IV- 60' Articulated Bus
• Option V- 60' Articulated Bus on Busway

The analysis did not include a review of planned complementary bus service, which
would distribute passengers from stations on the line haul transit service to desired
destinations throughout the South Rim area. GRCA's preferred alternative is a three
station, 8.25 mile double-tracked light rail system that would link a new Grand Canyon
Transit Center and parking lot outside the park's south entrance to transit stations at two
locations within the park: the Canyon View Information Plaza near Mather Point and the
Village Transit Center near the Maswik Lodge. Day'visitors would not be able to drive
their private vehicles into the park at the south entrance, but instead would transfer to the
transit system. Visitors with overnight accommodations would continue to drive into the
park. East Rim Drive would remain open to through traffic and also would be served by
transit buses. The transit system would operate 12 months, 365 days per year, from early
morning to late evening and would be supplemented by an overnight taxi service, for a
fee.

All of the options considered in the Life Cycle Cost Analysis would operate over a similar
alignment, linking a parking facility outside the south entrance to the park with the
Canyon View Information Plaza and the Village Transit Center. Line haul service
provided by each of these options would connect to a multimodal network of shuttle bus
services and a system ofpedestrian and bicycle "greenways" distributing passengers from
the transit stations to points along the canyon rim, the Grand Canyon Village Historic
District, and other areas of interest.

Review of Alternatives Analysis

This review addresses three major subject areas that are central to the "necessary and
appropriate analysis"of transportation alternatives, as directed in the Congressional
Conference Report: Transportation Systems, Impacts to the Environment, and
Development FHWA's and FTA's major observations on the alternatives analysis
conducted in each ofthese areas are presented below. .

Transportation Systems

Transit is well suited to address the transportation problems on the Grand Canyon's
South Rim for several reasons:

• Large numbers ofvisitors are concentrated within the South Rim area;
• Most visitors travel to a limited number of destinations requiring motor vehicle

access;
• Walking and bicycling are important modes of transportation within the park that can

complement transit service. •
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Key criteria considered in DOT's review of the Life Cycle Cost Analysis are capacity,
quality ofservice, and cost.

Capacity: The principal advantage of the proposed light rail system compared to the
other alternatives considered is its higher capacity. A three-car train can carry 500
passengers, versus only 60 passengers in a standard 40 foot bus and 100 passengers in a
60 foot articulated bus. With peak hour (peak season) demand of 4,000 passengers, the
substantially higher capacity of light rail should be a significant advantage.

Quality of Service: Smaller fleet size should also contribute to improved reliability for
rail service compared to the bus options, although with rail the risk of system failure is
greater. Light rail (Options I and II) or busway (Option V) options would have a travel"
time advantage of a few minutes compared to bus services operated on existing roadways
(Options III aniflV).· .

Cost: GRCA's analysis of capital and operating costs is based on reasonable
assumptions and generally sound methods. GRCA has estimated that the substantially
higher capi~ cost for light rail, compared to bus alternatives, would be offset by lower
operating and maintenance costs. Total costs are comparable for the most cost-effective
rail and bus alternatives: Diesel Light Rail (Option II), and Articulated Bus on Busway
(Option V). GRCA has· estimated net present value costs, discounted at the Office of
Management and Budget 7 percent annual rate, to be $242.9 million for the Diesel Light
Rail option and $223.7 million for Articulated Bus operated on a Busway.

GRCA is in the process of developing a strategy for financing the transit system through
user fees. GRCA is considering the use of "design-build-operate-maintain"
procurement, following the transit industry's "DBO~' model. While preliminary
analysis suggests that GRCA can generate sufficient revenue through user fees to finance
the system, a fully developed financial plan is necessary to detennine the feasibility of
proposed project financing.

Environment

Criteria guiding the FTAlFHWA review of ORCA's environmental analysis are the
degree of positive and negative impacts on air quality, noise, natural resources, and
quality ofvisitor experience. The use of transit services by visitors to the South Rim will
lower'vehicular emissions and noise dramatically, due to a massive reduction in the use
of private vehicles. GRCA has not compared different transit system alternatives in
terms ofair quality and noise impacts. Differences among system types would be minor,
however, in comparison to the improvement resulting from the shift of visitors from
private vehicles to transit. Electric light rail and CNG buses would have the low~st
emissions and greatest air quality benefits.

Quantification of noise impacts would be useful as a basis for developing an effective
noise mitigation strategy. It also would be reasonable for ORCA to include allowable
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emission and noise levels as system design specifications and to seek the most pollution
free and quietest feasible technology.

Development

The primary criteria applied in reviewing GRCA's analysis of development impacts
were consistency with land use plans and differences in housing 'costs associated with
alternative transit systems. The transportation plan for the Grand Canyon has been
conceived as part of a broader growth management strategy, which will allow for
increasing public access to the park, protection of natural resources, and enhancement of
visitor satisfaction. The modest level of development anticipated in conjunction with the
proposed transit system is consistent with this vision of the park's future. Locating new
employee housing outside the park boundaries would help to maintain the unique natural
environment of the South Rim.

Conclusion

The information reviewed for this report provides strong evidence that ORCA has
developed its proposal for transit service through a sound and thorough planning process,
including a satisfactory analysis of transit alternatives and meaningful public
involvement. As part of this process, ORCA has identified a potentially sound strategy
for financing the system through user fees. A conclusive determination of the project's
financial feasibility, however, will require a basis in a more fully developed financial
plan. FTA and FHWA recommend that the final financial plan be completed prior to
awarding a DBOM contract for the project.

•,
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Grand Canyon National Park:
Assessment Report on Transportation Alternatives

. 1.0 Introduction

As the nwnber of visitors to the Grand Canyon continues to increase, the park risks
becoming a victim of its own resounding success. Growth in attendance has meant
increasing traffic congestion on park roadways, intruding upon the visitor's experience
of the park's singular natural glory. These ever more frequent traffic jams have
brought with them the damaging environmental impacts ofnoise and air pollution.

_Recognizing the increasing__sev.erity of traffic congestion and the threat to the
environment it presents, in 1991 the National Park Service (NPS) initiated a
comprehensive planning process that resulted in the development of a General
Management Plan (GMP) for the Grand Canyon National Park. The GMP provides
direction for "the management of resources, visitor use, and general development at
the park over a 10- to I5-year period." Central to the vision set forth in the GMP is a
transportation plan, which identifies public transit as the primary mode of
transportation in the South Rim area of the park and restriction of most private
vehicles within the park's roadway network.

Following the release of the GMP in 1995, the NPS continued to refme the plan's
- original transportation concept into five specific public transit options. The preferred

alternative is a three-station, 8.25-mile double-tracked light rail system to be operated
in the South Rim .area. The proposed light rail system would provide the· central
linkage to a multimodal network of shuttle bus services and a system ofpedestrian and
bicycle ~'greenways" bordering the canyon rim.

The evolution of the project from the concept in the GMP to the current proposal
corresponds to specific stages ofthe Federal environmental review process. The Draft
Environmental Assessment (EA) released in March 1997 evaluated several alternative
bus and rail system concepts. Public response to the Draft EA favored the light rail
system. Alternative rail alignments were considered in the Final EA, released in
August 1997. The proposed action alignment, which has since remained essentially
unchanged, was projected to have the least adverse impact on archaeological resources
and several sites sensitive to noise pollution. The Finding ofNo Significant Impact
issued in October 1997 thus is consistent with the choice of light rail as the proposed
action. Since that time the GRCA has been working to implement the project.
Preliminary plans, technical specifications, and cost estimates have been prepared and
a financial plan for funding the project is under development.

In the Conference Report for the fiscal year 1999 U.S. Department of Transportation
(DOT) Appropriation Act,1 the U.S. Congress directed the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) to "review the
transportation alternatives considered by the National Park Service in the Grand- I U.S. House ofRepresentatives, HR. J05-82S,Congressional Record, October 19,1998, p.84·
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Canyon and Yosemite national parks to determine if all necessary and appropriate
transportation planning, development, environmental and alternative analyses have
been conducted to support the alternatives selected by the National Park Service."
This report, which presents the results of the review by FHWA and FTA of the
transportation alternatives analysis conducted by GRCA for the Grand Canyon, has
been prepared in fulfillment of the directive in the Conference Report.

1.1 System Overview

--

Figure'.'
Proposecl Ught Rail System
Grand Canyon National Park

The goal of the proposed transit system is to improve access to points of visitor
interest and to protect the natural environment within the South Rim area, which is the
destination of roughly 90 percent of visitors to the park. The proposed light rail rapid
transit service, which emerged as a
result of a mUlti-year planning process
including extensive analysis of
transportation alternatives, would link a
parking lot outside the park's south
entrance to transit stations at two
locations within the park: the Canyon
View Infonnation Plaza near Mather
Point and the Village Transit Center
near the Maswik Lodge, as shown in
Figure 1.1. Day visitors would not be
able to drive their private vehicles into
the park at the south entrance, but
instead would transfer to the transit
system. Visitors with overnight.
accommodations at the lodges or
campgrounds would continue to drive
into the park, but would not be
pennitted to use their vehicles for
internal circulation. The transit system
would operate 12 months, 365 days per
year, from early morning to late
evening and would be supplemented by
an overnight taxi service, for a fee.

o

The proposed light rail system would include 18 vehicles and a maintenance facility.
Light rail service would be complemented by a system of six bus routes and a fleet of
over 50 buses powered by non-polluting alternative fuels, as well as pedestrian and
bicycle trails. Shuttle bus stops would be located at each light rail station, from where
bus routes would provide circulation within the Grand Canyon Village, and to the east
and west rim areas of the park, including the major South Rim trailheads. All transit
vehicles would comply with the Americans with Disability Act. Bicycles would be
accommodated on board both rail and bus vehicles. A 38-mile Greenway Trail will
run along the rim, connecting to the light rail sy~em in a hub at Mather Point. In
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remote areas, cyclists and pedestrians will mix; within heavily used areas, they will
access separate, clearly marked ·pathways.

The GRCA has proposed to issue a concessions contract of up to 20 years that requires
the contractor to finance, design, build, operate and maintain the system, following the
transit industry's "DBO~' procurement model. The contractor would be reimbursed
for capital and operating expenses through a transit fee that will be included in the
park's admission fee. ORCA is still studying a nwnber of options for financing the
system.

1.2 Review Process aDd Scope of Report

_The review of Grand Canyon_transportation_alternatiyes has been coordinated with the
work of a multidisciplinary, interagency team composed of representatives from
FHWA, FTA, and the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOl), NPS, Grand Canyon
National Park (ORCA). The multi-modal team was organized to provide technical
support to GRCA in the implementation of its transportation system, in accordance
with the provisions of the JIDle 1998 Project Agreement, executed under· a
Memorandum ofUnderstanding (MOU) signed by the Secretary of Transportation and
the Secretary of the Interior in November 1997. The MOU provides for DOT
technical assistance to DOl on transportation-related improvements at National Parks.
The Project Agreement identifies the scope of activities to be undertaken by the multi
modal GRCA transportation planning effort, including advising ORCA on the
application of state-of-the-practice techniques in financial systems, value engineering,
technology, public outreach, management oversight, procurement methods, and other
aspects of project planning and implementation.

As a product of its multi-year planning process, ORCA prepared a Life Cycle Cost
Analysis comparing the costs and service characteristics of five rail and bus transit
alternatives. The Life Cycle Cost Analysis was completed in December 1998. A
review by FTA and FHWA of this analysis and related technical studies, including
environmental documentation prepared in compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), has provided the basis for this report. In response
to the requirements set forth in the Conference Report initiating the review, the report
addresses the following three major subject areas that are central to the "necessary and
appropriate" analysis of transportation alternatives: Transportation Systems, Impacts
to the Environment, and Development.

The final section of the report presents a sununary of findings, including infonnation
on project financing 'and implementation, and observations and implications of the
alternatives analysis.
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2.0 Transportation Planning and Alternatives Analysis

In the GRCA's transportation alternatives analysis, all of the options considered would
provide the transit connections (line haul) to the same central destinations and operate
on similar routes, i.e, linking the new Grand Canyon Transit Center just north of
Tusayan, which is outside the park boundaries at the south entrance, to the Canyon
View Information Center at Mather Point on the South Rim and the Village Transit
Center near Maswik Lodge, which is adjacent to the historic South Rim village.

2.1 D"efinition ofAlternatives

Five mass transit system alternatives have emerged through GRCA's planning
process:

• Option I - Electric Light Rail
• Option 11- Diesel Light Rail
• Option III- 40' Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) Bus
• Option IV -60' Articulated Bus
• Option V - 60' Articulated Bus on Busway

These are the options considered in ORCA's Life Cycle Cost Analysis (see Appendix
A), and represent refinements of alternatives considered previously in planning and
environmental studies. The basic characteristics of these options are identified in
Table 2.1. More detailed information relevant to transportation planning is presented
in Section 2.2.
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Table 2.1 Characteristics ofTransit Alternatives

Option I Option II Option III Option IV Option V
ELECTRIC DIESEL 40' CNG BUS 60' 60'

LIGHT RAIL LIGHT RAIL ARTICULATED ARTICULATED
BUS BUS ON BUSWAY

GUIDEWAYI S.2S-MILE S.2S-MILE EXISTING EXISTING 9-MILE
RIGHT..QF- DOUBLE DOUBLE ROADWAYS: ROADWAYS: EXCLUSIVE
WAY TRACK TRACK STATE STATE GUIDEWAY

ROUTE 64, ROUTE 64,
CENTER CENTER ROAD
ROAD

ALIGNMENT COUNTER- COUNTER- COUNTER- COUNTER- COUNTER-
CLOCK-WISE . CLOCKWISE CLOCKWISE- CLOCKWISE CLOCKWISE
LOOP LOOP LOOP LOOP LOOP

POWER ELECTRlC DIESEL CNG DIESEL DIESEL
SERVICE 3-CAR 3-CAR 40' BUS 60' BUS 60' BUS
UNITS TRAINS TRAINS
VEHICLE 175 175 60 100 100 PASSENGERS
CAP~CITY PASSENGERS PASSENGERS PASSENGERS PASSENGERS
BOARDING ACROSS ACROSS CURB TO CURB TO LOW CURB TO LOW

PLATFORM PLATFORM LOW FLOOR FLOOR FLOOR
VEHICLE VEHICLE VEHICLE

2.2 Transportation System

Improved transportation is essential to accommodate forecasted growth in the number
of visitors to the Grand Canyon in the year 2010 and beyond. The capacity of existing
roadways and parking facilities already has been exceeded to the point that for many
visitors, locating a parking space has begun to compete with the experience of viewing
the breathtaking scenery. Over S million people visited the Grand Canyon in 19.97, 4
million of whom went to the South Rim. Approximately 7S percent of these visitors
used private vehicles within the park boundaries.

Mass transportation is a viable alternative for solving the mobility problems on the
Grand Canyon's South Rim, for the following reasons:

• large numbers ofvisitors are concentrated within the South Rim area;

• most visitors travel to a limited number ofdestinations within the park that require
motor vehicle access;

• walking and biking trails within the park can easily complement transit service.

It is important to note that the GMP was adopted in 1995 following extensive public
review and comment. It establishes the framework for a transportation system
designed to support the protection and effective management of park resources. A
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transit connection between Tusayan and Mather Point and the complementary bus
system is the backbone of a South Rim transportation system that also will encourage
movement by foot and bicycle. A system of trails will be developed to promote
pedestrian and bicycle travel along the canyon rim, complementing transit service and
providing new opportunities to experience the South Rim's incomparable vistas. The
GMP calls for review of further alternative analyses for providing these transit
services and to fully evaluate site-specific planning, design, and environmental factors.

2.2.1 System Configuration

Common to all the transit options considered by ORCA is the requirement that most
visitors use the park's transit system instead of private vehicles within the South Rim
area. A major new Orand Canyon Transit Center and parking facility would be
constructed at the north end of Tusayan, outside the park boundaries at the south
entrance to the park. This parking facility would have capacity for approximately
3,500 passenger cars, 130 recreational vehicles, and 70 buses and would connect to a
transit station. Tour bus passengers and all other day visitors accessing the park
through the south entrance would be required to park at the facility and transfer to
mass transit. Overnight guests staying at accommodations within the park would be
allowed to drive to near lodgings or campsites, but would use the transit system for in
park transportation. Vehicles entering the South Rim area at the east entrance would
have access to South Rim roadways (SR 64) but would be restricted from parking
within the South Rim area. These visitors would have to use transit to access Mather
Point and the Village. Today, approximately 80 percent of visitors arrive at the park
from the south entrance and 20 percent enter from the east.

Transit would link the Grand Canyon Transit Center just north of Tusayan with two
destinations: the Canyon View Infonnation Plaza visitor orientation center six miles
north of Tusayan and 500 feet from the ·scenic overlook at Mather Point, and the
Village Transit Center near the Maswik Lodge and the existing Grand Canyon
Railroad line from Williams, Arizona. In November 1997 the ORCA proposed a light
rail system to provide this basic line-haul service supported by complementary bus
~erviceon 6 routes. Most recently, because of questions on cost and operations, GRCA
also compared the proposed light rail service to three bus alternatives in the Lift Cycle
Cost Analysis completed in December 1998. All of the alternatives considered would
serve the same two destinations: Canyon View at Mather Point and the Village Transit
Center from the Grand Canyon Transit Center.

In addition to the line-haul service, whether it be rail or bus, a fleet of alternate fuel
shuttle buses would provide iiistribution from Canyon View and the Village
Transportation Center near Maswik Lodge to the village, the business center (located
between the village and Mather Point) and points along the rim. Greenway pedestrian
and bicycle trails also will be designed to feed directly into Canyon View and the
Village Transit Center stations.
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The alignment of the light rail system would consist of an 8.25-mile double-track "Y"
configuration, with trains operating in a counter clockwise loop (Grand Canyon
Transit Center to Canyon View to Village Center to Grand Canyon Transit Center).
ORCA considered both electric light rail (Option I), powered through an overhead
catenary wire, and diesel light rail (Option II) as two separate options in the Life Cycle
Cost Analysis. \\'bether electric or diesel, the first segment of the light rail system
would parallel the South Entrance Road (State Route 64) between Tusayan and Mather
Point. The second segment would connect Mather Point to the Village Transit Center
near Maswik Lodge, by back tracking south to Center Road, then running south of and
generally parallel to Center Road for two miles to the village. The light rail tracks
would cross the park road system at two locations. Bridges would be built to carry
road traffic over the tracks. Round trip travel time would take approximately 35
minutes.

ORCA's Lift Cycle Cost Analysis includes two bus options (Options III and IV) in
which the buses would operate primarily on the existing roadways, South Entrance
Road and Center Road. The final option included in the Lift Cycle Cost· Analysis
consists of a fleet of 60-foot buses operated on a fixed guideway (Option V) along the
same general alignment as the light rail system. The bus rolling stock would consist of
accessible low-floor buses.

2.2.2 Operational Characteristics and Ridership

High quality service is contingent upon matching the volume and spatial distribution
of visitor travel demand with the capacity, configuration, and operating policies of the
transit system. Taking into account the variables of travel demand volume and spatial
distribution, the South Rim transportation plan was based on the following
assumptions:

• A large percentage ofthe visitors would use mass transportation services within the
park, particularly during the peak season.

• Most visitors would travel to no more than two locations, at which point they will
transfer to transit or use the pedestrian or bicycle trails. Mather Point, in particular,
is a desirable initial destination and departure point for first-time visitors.

Both of these assumptions support a relatively high-capacity transit service, such as
light rail. A third premise that has been given increased consideration over the course
of the planning process is that a dedicated right-of-way would provide for faster and
more reliable transit service. Therefore, a light rail system or bus operated on a
dedicated fixed guideway would provide a superior level of service to bus operated in
mixed traffic on the park's roadways.
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Capacity Requirements .

FigunI 2.1 Grand Canyon National Park V'lSitation
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GRCAestimates annual visitation to the park of 6.87 million by the year 2010,
asswning an annual rate of
growth of approximately 2
percent. which is
conservative relative to
past experience. While
visitation actually declined
by almost 8 percent
between 1997 and 1998,
the number of visitors to
the park increased at an
average annual rate of
approximately 3 percent
over the 27-year period
between 1970 and 1997

and 6 percent from 1984 through 1997. Growth rates appear to have moderated in the
most recent five-year period (see Figure 2.1). As illustrated in the chart. it is not
unusual for visitation to fluctuate downward in a single year, although there has been a
strong trend of increasing visitation over the last two decades.

FlgunI 2.2 Gnlnd CIInyon National Park Monthly
VIsitation (1''')

Seasonal variation in visitation levels is significant. During the peak month of July,
approximately 667,000 people visited the park in 1998, which is more than 4 times the
number of people visiting the
park in January of that year. As
shown in Figure 2.2, the
majority of annual visitation (70 800000

percent in 1998) occurs in the 700000
600000

six-month period from May 500000

through October. The peak 4QOOOO

season, in which monthly 300000

visitation is in the range of 200000

600,000-800,000, extends from 10000:
June through August. In April,
May, September, and October,
the park attracts 400,000
500,000 visitors. In each of the
remaining 5 months, visitation ranges from approximately 150,000-270,000.

Peak summer demand for transit service in 2010 is estimated to be 31,572 passengers
per day, assuming 6.34 million visitors to the South Rim per year (92 percent of the
total number of visitors to the park) and 45,000 South Rim visitors on the system
design2 day. This level of demand is high for a single bus route and within the range
that would be expected for a high capacity service such as a light rail line, although

2 The design day is the 10· highest demand day per year.
8
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there are several bus routes in the U.S. serving this many passengers. Examples are
located in New York City (Hillside Avenue, Queens and Madison Avenue, Manhattan)
and Portland, Oregon (5th and 6th Avenues), where the operating environment and trip
pwposes obviously are very different from those of the Grand Canyon.

Current service plans provide for the following daily hours of. operation:

• Summer (June-July): 6:00 AM to 10:00 PM (16 hours)
• Shoulder (September-November, March-May): 7:00 AM to 9 PM (14 hours)
• Winter (December-February) 7:00 AM to 8 PM (13 hours)

Applying a peak hour percentage of 13 percent, ORCA projects year 2010 peak. hour
summer demand of over 4,000 passengers, which seems reasonable based on existing
travel patterns, reinforcing the need for high capacity service as provided by rail.

The use of buses to meet peak hour demand in 2010 would require very frequent bus
service and a fleet of vehicles-if operating in mixed traffic, 62 standard 40' buses
(Option III) or 38 higher-capacity articulated buses (Option IV), including spares (see
Table 2.2.) In the case where articulated buses would operate in a dedicated busway
(Option V), higher speeds would reduce round trip travel times and buses could be
cycled back into service more frequently, reducing the peak hour fleet requitement
including spares to 30 vehicles. In comparison, 18 light rail vehicles (LRVs)
including spares (Options I and II) would be needed to meet peak hour demand with
rail service.

While more frequent service and lower headways generally are regarded as providing
higher levels of transit service, the headways necessary to meet peak hour demand
with buses would be so low that maintaining reliable service could pose a potential
problem. In the case of a regular 40' bus operating in mixed traffic (Option III), 69
bus trips would be required in the peak hour. There are few examples of successful
bus operations with headways of less than I minute, which would essentially require
providing continuous service. The 7 II2-minute headways planned for the light rail
service should be more manageable, especially for a recreational trip, while providing
an acceptably high level ofpassenger service.

Although the frequent headways may pose operational problems in the case of bus
service, overall there are several trade-offs between bus and rail from the standpoint of
reliability. Less frequent service with fewer vehicles should result in fewer
breakdowns and service interruptions, but when breakdowns do occur on a rail system,
the consequences tend to be more serious than with a bus system. A bus system with
more complicated operational logistics may produce more frequent, but less severe,
service interruptions.
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Table 2.2
Comparison of Service Characteristics by Alternative

. V
I II III IV 60'DIESEL

TRANSIT ELECTRIC DIESEL 40'CNG 60' DIESEL ARTICULATED
OPTIONS LIGHT RAIL LIGHT BUS ARTICULATED BUS ON

RAn. BUS DEDICATED
BUSWAY

Vehicle Capacity
(passengers) 175 175 60 100 100
Average Travel
Speed ._~_.._~

(mph) 43 43 31 31 43
Stop Time in
Station (minutes) 4 4 4 4 4
Travel Time to -
Mather Point
(minutes) 8.4 8.4 11.6 11.6 8.'4
Route Distance
(miles) 16.5 16.5 17 17 16.5
Round Trip Travel
Time
(minutes) 35 35 4S 4S 35
Transit Round
Trips-
Year 2010
(peak Hour) 9- 9- 69 43 43
Vehicles
Required-- IS 15 52 32 25
Peak Hour
Headway5-Year
2010 7.S minutes 7.S minutes 52 seconds 84 seconds 84 seconds

*1bree-vehlcle trains
"Does not include spares ofnonnally 20 percent

Travel Patterns

The transportation plan for the South Rim provides for fast and convenient service to
two locations-Canyon View Information Plaza at Mather Point and Village Transit
Center near Maswik Lodge. These locations would function to a large degree as hubs
or departure points for visitors who would then walk, bicycle, or transfer to six bus
routes connecting to other destinations along the rim or in the village/education center.
Mather Point also serves as a major attraction and is thus a destination in its own right
for many visitors. Development of a planned visitor Information Plaza at Mather
Point should reinforce its prominence as a visitor destination and gateway to the South
Rim. The groundbreaking ceremony for the Canyon View Information Plaza is set for
April 23, 1999.
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The 'success of this plan depends on the extent to which the underlying concept
confonns to visitorst desired travel patterns: For examplet if most visitors do not want
to stop at Mather Point, they may find the planned hub configuration less convenient
than a more decentralized transit system in which buses would carry passengers
directly from 'Tusayon to dispersed locations along the rim, eliminating the need to
transfer to shuttle buses. This alternative concept would have several disadvantages,
however, even assuming a broad dispersal ofvisitor destinations:

• Transit operations would be more complex, more difficult to support at a high
level of service, and probably less cost-effective;

• Transfers between bus routes would still be necessary for most visitors;
• Visitors may be confused by the multiplicity ofbus routes originating at Tusayan;

__~ _Headways for individual bus. routes would Jnevitably be longer for a dispersed
system than the more centralized system proposed.

Transit works best when travel is concentrated to and from a limited number of
locations. This is particularly true of a system with fixed guideways, e.g. rail or
busway. If the planned system confonns reasonably well to desired travel patterns
within the South Rim area, particularly if Canyon View at Mather Point and the
Village Transit Center function well as primary destinations and departure pointst the
proposed light rail service should be well matched to service requirements.

Another important consideration is the nature of travel within the Grand Canyon
National Park, in contrast to the customary commuter trip served by transit. Most
users will not be familiar with the park's transit system. The ability of first-time users
to understand the configuration of the system, in tenns of the connections it provides
to desired destinations, is paramount. Also, users will most often be traveling with
other family or group members and will want to remain with their companions, rather
than boarding different vehicles. These factors favor a simple system with fewer,
higher-capacity vehicles. Many visitors carry supplies, equipment, and young children
and some travel with baby strollers. Level boarding, wide doors, and interior vehicle
space thus are significant advantages for system users. Another less tangible but
important factor is the compatibility of the service with users' expectations of a
recreational experience in a predominantly natural setting. Higher capacity, less
frequent and ubiquitous transit operations are likely to better address that service
criterion.

Travel Times

With average travel speeds of" 43 miles per hour (mph), the guideway options,
including light rail (Options I and II) and busway (Option V)t would have a modest
travel time advantage over buses operating in mixed traffic on existing roadways
(Options III and IV), projected to have average operating speeds of 31 mph. At these
average speedst the travel time from Tusayon to Mather Point would be about 8 ~
minutes for the light rail and busway options, and 11 ~ minutes in the case of buses
operating on existing roads. This travel time difference, while small, may be
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beneficial to visitors, who can be expected to want to spend as little time as possible in
the confines of a transit vehicle. As noted earlier, reducing round trip travel times also
has operational advantages, in that the size of the vehicle fleet can be decreased.
Another advantage of operating transit in a dedicated right-of-way is the greater
reliability that can be expected due to the elimination of interference from other
vehicles.

2.2.3 Capital and Operating Costs

Capital Cost

The components of capital cost for the proposed transit system include expenditures
for vehicles, stations, infrastructure, and a maintenance facility. ORCA has prepared
detailed estimates of capital costs for each of the transit options considered in the
recent Life Cycle Cost Analysis. (Itemized capital cost estimates from the life cycle
analysis are provided in Appendix A of this report.) These cost estimates in millions
of 1998 dollars are summarized in Table 2.3 below.

Table 2.3
Capital Cost Summary*

(5 millions)

; V
I II III IV 60' DIESEL

lRANSIT ELECTRIC DIESEL 40' CNG 60' DIESEL ARTICULATED
OPTIONS LIGHT LIGHT BUS ARTICULATED BUS ON

RAIL RAIL BUS DEDICATED
BUSWAY

Vehicles $43.5 $54.3 $27.4 $20.6 $18.3
Infrastructure $80.3 $38.5 $15.8 $16.0 $18.6
Maintenance .
Facility $11.5 $12.4 $17.8 $17.6 $17.2
Contingency $21.7 $15.3 $8.6 $7.9 $8.5
Total $157.0 $120.5 $69.6 $62.1 $62.6

·Lme haul Service only

In the above table, vehicle cost estimates for Options III, IV and V include initial bus
purchases in the first year of service, additional bus purchases in 2007 and 2022, and
replacement ofall original buses in 2017. These capital expenditures are discounted to
net present value using the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 7 percent
annual rate. Thus, vehicle purchases in future years have lower net present value costs
than vehicles purchased in the early phase ofoperations.

Infrastructure costs include track/guideway, signal system (rail), construction, road
improvementS and engineering. Contingency costs were calculated for the ORCA life
cycle cost analysis at the rate of 5 percent for rolling stock and 20 percent for
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infrastructure. The capital costs shown do not include employee housing, which is
discussed in Section 2.4, or the circulator bus system and network of pedestrian and
bicycle "greenways" conunon to all the alternatives. The circulator bus system would
consist of over 50 alternative fueled buses and a maintenance facility and is estimated
to cost $20 million.

Capital cost estimates for all the options include a single major rehabilitation at vehicle
halflife equal to 30 percent ofthe initial vehicle cost. Service life is assumed to be 30
years for light rail vehicles and 15 years for buses. While service life is typically
several years shorter in urban settings (25 years for rail vehicles and 12 years for
buses), the NPS postulates that wear and tear will be less in the Grand Canyon
environment, extending vehicle life. Estimated vehicle unit purchase prices are:

---- --.'.', T_.'__ ' ,_.

• Option I - Electric Light Rail- $2.4 million (per rail car)
• Option II - Diesel Light Rail - $3.0 million (per rail car)
• Option III - 40' CNG Bus - $325,000
• Option IV - 60' Diesel Articulated Bus - $400,000
• Option V - 60' Diesel Articulated Bus operated on Busway - $400,00

.These cost estimates for vehicles are consistent with recent purchases by U.S. transit
operators, except that in the case of diesel light rail vehicles, there are no U.S.
examples based on actual experience. The estimate of $3 million per diesel rail
vehicle is above the middle range of prices quoted by European manufacturers. At the
upper end of this range is the $3.6 million estimate for a heavier diesel rail vehicle
modified to· American standards for use in a planned .light rail transit system in
southern New Jersey.

Infrastructure costs are highest for electric light rail, due to costs associated with
providing'an electrified guideway and bringing regional electric service to the project
site. ,These costs are estimated at $20.5 million and $17.6 million respectively.
Expenses related to electrification would be eliminated in the diesel light rail option
and all the bus options. The estimated service life for rail infrastructure is 30 years in
the case of the signal system and at least 30 years for the guideway and stations.
Excavation, pavement, and other components ofbusway construction for Option V are
estimated to be less costly than preparation of the railbed and laying track for Options
I and II. Infrastructure costs for Options III and IV are limited to expenditures for
planned roadway upgrades on SR 64 and transit tenninals.

Construction of a maintenance facility accounts for a substantial share of capital costs
for all the alternatives, particularly among the bus options. These estimates are based
on engineering plans, which relate the scale of the facility, particularly in tenns of the
number of service bays required, to the size ofthe vehicle fleet. Thus, facility size and
capital cost are estimated to be greater for the bus options, which involve the operation
of more vehicles than the rail options, despite the fact that rail maintenance is more
demanding in tenns ofmachinery and equipment requirements. The service life of the
maintenance facility is estimated to be at least 30 years.
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Capital costs are substantially higher for rail than for the bus options, due to higher
infrastructure and vehicle costs. The cost difference is particularly pronounced for
electric light rail infrastructure.

Operating and Maintenance Cost

Operating and maintenance cost estimates for the five options included in the life cycle
cost analysis were derived through a two-part process:

1. Total operating and maintenance costs for the year 2010 were estimated using a
"bottom up" model based on specification ofall labor, equipment, and materials
requirements. Labor requirements were specified in terms of the number of
each type of employeerieededto-perlonnoperations, maintenance, engine-ering,
and administrative functions. Direct costs were itemized for office equipment,
insurance, utilities, radios, facility maintenance, spare parts inventories,
computer support, and staffunifonns and training.

2. Estimates of unit operating and maintenance costs per vehicle hour were
derived for each option by dividing total operating and maintenance costs
(estimated in step 1 above) by the nwnber of option-specific vehicle hours of .
service needed to accommodate demand in 2010. Unit operating and
maintenance costs were then multiplied by estimates of vehicle hours of service
for the 30-year time period covered by the analysis: 2002 through 2031.

Table 2.4 below presents a summary ofthe year 2010 total operating and maintenance
cost estimates generated in step 1 ofthe process. .
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Table 2.4
Operating and Maintenanee Costs

Year 2010
($ millions)

I II III IV V
ELECTRIC DIESEL 40' CNG 60' 60'

LIGHT RAIL LIGHT BUS ARTICULATED ARTICULATED
RAIL BUS BUS ON

BUSWAY
LABOR'" $6.8 $6.8 $12.4 $8.5 $8.0
......MANAGEMENT
AND $0.9 $0.9 $0.5 $0.4 $0.4
ADMINISTRAnON
......OPERAnONS $2.1 $2.1 $8.5 $5.3 $4.8
......MAJNTENANCE $3.2 $3.2 . $2.2 $2.0 $2.0
DIRECT COSTS..... $3.6 $2.5 $4.6 $3.4 $3.2
TOTAL $10.4 $9.3 $17.0 $11.9 $11.1

•Total labor costs mclude 10 percent contmgency factor.
... "'Management and administration, operations, and maintenance are components of labor costs.
... Direct costs include 9.5 percent contingency for total operating and maintenance costs.

Labor costs are higher for bus than rail and highest for Option III - 40' bus - because
more vehicles would be in operation, requiring more drivers. Estimated personnel
requirements by option.are shown in Table 2.5.

Table·2.5
Personnel Requirements by Option

I II III IV V
ELECTRIC DIESEL 40' CNG. 60' 60'

LIGHT RAIL LIGHT RAIL BUS ARTICULATED ARTICULATED
BUS BUS ON

BUSWAY
DRIVERS 18 18 150 85 75
MECHANICS 49 49 39 35 3S
ADMINISTRAnON 13 13 8 7 7
OTHER 12 12 17 17 17
TOTAL 92 92 214 144 134

Direct costs exhibit a similar pattern to operations, because the variable component of
direct costs (training, uniforms, other staff costs) in the estimation model increases or
decreases as a function of the number of employees. The orily other significant
variation across the options is in management and administration labor costs, where
rail costs are higher due to a substantial increase in the number of "ground
transportation coordinators."
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For the second step in the estimation process, the total operation and maintenance
costs shown in Table 2.4 were translated into unit operation and maintenance costs by
dividing by the nwnber of vehicle hours of operation for each option, as explained
above. The resulting estimates of cost per vehicle hour are shown in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6
Operating and Maintenance Cost Per Vehicle Hour

*Three-car trams

J II III IV V
ELECTRIC DIESEL 40' CNG 60' 60'

LIGlIT UGlIT BUS ARTICULATED ARtiCULATED
RAIL RAIL BUS BUS ON

.. ' -_ ....._- BUSWAY
COST PER
VEIDCLE $578.08* $518.43* $103.42 $123.07 $149.58

HOUR .

These estimates are generally consistent with the experience of U.S. transit agencies
operating these types of services. Operating and maintenance unit costs range widely
among different transit properties, due in part to varying operating conditions, and age
and type ofequipment in use.

One concern about the method used to derive these unit costs is that the "bottom up"
model used in step 1, which does not provide for significant variation in maintenance
or administrative costs by vehicle hour, may not be compatible with the development
of unit hourly cost estimates. The problem is illustrated by comparing results from
step 1 and step 2 of the estimation process for Options IV and V.

Option IV
Option V

Step I-Total 0 & M Costs

$11.9 million
$11.1 million

Step 2- Cost Per Vehicle Hour

$123.07
$149.58

The cost per vehicle hour is estimated to be substantially higher for Option V than for
Option IV, because the number of vehicle hours is lower for Option V, even though
total costs were somewhat higher for Option IV. Rather than reflecting a genuine
difference in the cost ofproviding an hour of service, this result appears to be more' a
product of the fact that in step I, most components of total cost are relatively fixed
and did not rise with increases in vehicle hours. The estimates of vehicle costs per
hour, therefore, may overstate the difference between Options IV and V.

Total Cost

GRCA compared total costs among the five options WIder consideration, using the
OMB 7 percent discount rate to estimate the 1998 net present value for a 30-year
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service period. The results ofthis comparison are shown in Table 2.7 below.

Table 2.7
Total Costs

(Net Present Value)
(Smillions)

I II III IV V
ELECTRIC DIESEL 40' CNG 60' 60'

LIGHT RAIL LIGHT BUS ARTICULAlED ARTICULATED
RAIL BUS BUS ON

BUSWAY
CAPITAL COSTS $160.7 $124.2 $78.2 $67.8 $68.0

-MAJOR
l ..•

MAINTENANCE $8.2 $9.4 $8.0 $6.7 $6.0
COSTS
ROUTINEO&M
COSTS $121.9 $109.3 $217.2 $157.3 $149.7
TOTAL $290.8 $242.9 $303.4 $231.9 $223.7

Three of the options-Options II, IV, and V-have comparable costs, which are
lower than those for Options I and III. Option III is the most expensive, beca~se of
the size of the vehicle fleet and the large numbers of drivers needed to serve
anticipated demand with a standard sized bus. Estimated cost for Option II, Diesel
Rail, is slightly higher than for Articulated Bus Options (IV and V), but estimated
differences in cost for all three of the options are probably within the margin of error
for the analysis. .

Option V appears to have the lowest cost. While estimated differences in cost among
this option and Options II and IV may not be significant, the estimate of Option V
unit operating costs per vehicle hour may be too high, as noted earlier. Use ofa lower
value for operating cost per vehicle hour would lower Option V total costs further.
Thus, the cost advantage for Option V may actually be somewhat greater than is
suggested in ORCA's life cycle cost analysis.

2.3 Environmental Impacts

Preservation of the environment is a primary pwpose of the proposed Grand Canyon
transit system. The need for public transit to provide the principal means of
circulation in the park emerged through the comprehensive planning process
culminating in the 1995 GMP. The GMP established in concept the transportation
plan that has evolved into the current proposed transit system. The environmental
impacts associated with implementation ofthe GMP were evaluate4 in Draft and Final
Environmental Impact Statements (EIS), in compliance with requirements of the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The GMP was formally adopted
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following approval ofthe Record ofDecision on the FEIS in August 1995.

In March 1997 GRCA released for public review a Draft Environmental Assessment
(EA) for the transportation component of the GMP, the Mather Point
Orientationlfransit Center and Transit System. This document identifies potential
environmental impacts for three alternative transit systems and a no action alternative.
Two of the transit alternatives considered in the Draft EA would have provided for
non-guideway bus systems connecting a gateway parking facility at Tusayan, outside
the park boundaries, with a new transit station and visitor infonnation center
approximately 500 feet from the South Rim overlook at Mather Point. The third
alternative provided for rail service connecting Tusayan to Mather Point and Mather
Point to a -station at the Maswik Transportation Center to the west, adjacent to the
Grand Canyon Village Historic District.

All of the alternatives would also entail the operation of a fleet of approximately 75
alternative fuel shuttle buses on multiple routes connecting the line haul bus or light
rail system to dispersed points of interest throughout the park. The EA addressed the
potential for impacts to occur in the full range of categories relevant to the affected
environment, including air, noise, natural and cultural resources, scenic values, traffic
management and park oPerations. In the case of several categories of impacts,
however, including air quality and noise, tI;1e EA did not compare the alternative transit
systems to one another, but only to the no action alternative.

A Final EA for the Mather Point Orientation/I'ransit Center and Transit System was
issued in July 1997. The Final EA designates light rail as the preferred transit
alternative, citing the public's expression ofsupport for a rail system in response to the
Draft EA. The Final EA provides a comparison of the proposed action, which has as
its principal component a rail system in a "Y" configuration essentially the same as
that currently being proposed, with two alternate rail alignments and the no action
alternative. The two alignments considered as alternatives to the proposed action
would traverse the historic Grand Canyon Village Historic District, with instrusive
effects on structures, archaeological sites, and noise levels. Public comment supported
the selection of the proposed action route alignment, which does not intrude into the
village. A Finding of No Significant Impact for the proposed action was issued in
October 1997, fulfilling the NEPA requirements for the proposed transit system.

2.3.1 Air Pollution

The EA for the pro~sed transit system focused on the improvement in air quality that
would result from the shift from private automobiles to public transit by park visitors.
The EA projects that approximately 26,200 passengers daily will be diverted from
automobiles to transit on peak summer demand days in the year 2010, logically
producing a major reduction in vehicular emissions within the park. In addition to the
shift from automobiles to transit, the prohibition of tour bus parking and idling along
the South Rim and throughout most ofthe park would reduce site·specific air pollution
from diesel emissions at scenic overlook areas, including Mather, Yavapai, and
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Maricopa Points. Approximately 150 tour buses daily would be eliminated from the
South Rim as a result of the park's transit system. In comparison to conditions that
would prevail in the absence of the transit system, the operation of approximately 100
trains daily, irrespective of technology, would substantially lower emissions.

What the EA does not address is differences in air quality impacts for bus versus rail,
or diesel versus electric light rail vehicles, nor does it quantify the anticipated

. reduction in emission levels. A light rail system powered by electricity would be free
of air pollutants, and superior to a rail or bus system powered by diesel engines, in
terms of air quality impacts within the Grand Canyon. Another possible alternative,
considered in both the EA and the GRCA's recent life cycle cost analysis, is a system
operated with buses powered by compressed natural gas (CNG). Use ofCNG as a fuel
source would reduce transit emissions to negligible levels, and thus would be

.. advantageous compared to diesel bus or rair operations from an siT quality standpoint.

Thus, considering the five options included in ORCA's Life Cycle Cost Analysis, the
electric light rail and CNO·powered 40-foot bus systems would have the most
beneficial air quality impacts. GRCA has not considered the use of alternative fuels
such as CNG or liquefied natural gas (LNG) as a power source in its two articulated
bus options, citing possible technological problems and the lack of a track record for
these vehicles under actual operating conditions. CNG articulated buses currently are
not in use in the U.S. and deployment to date in Europe has been minimal.

The EA's perspective remains valid that the air quality impacts of either an electric or
diesel light rail transit system would be overwhelmingly positive, compared to a no
action or no build scenario. Analysis of emission levels specific to each of the five
light rail and bus options included in Life Cycle Cost Analysis would be required to
determine whether differences in air quality impacts among the options are significant.
Such differences will be dwarfed, however, by the improvement associated with
shifting most park visitors from automobiles to. transit.

2.3.2 Noise and Vibration

According to ORCA, Congress has required the protection and restoration of "natural
quiet" in Grand Canyon National Park. Ideally, the park should provide visitors a
refuge from the noise of everyday life. Noise levels tend to be low in the park, typical
of a largely isolated, natural setting. As a result, very small increases in noise are
readily perceived.

As in the case of air quality, the EA does not provide a direct comparison of noise
impacts for light rail versus bus operations. ORCA suggests that electric light rail
would be quieter than the other options, but has not provided data to support this
observation Noise will be reduced significantly as a result of transit operations,
regardless of the technology deployed, due to the massive reduction in automobile use
within the park. Noise impacts associated with rail may be more intense but less
frequent than in the case of bus alternatives. The Final EA concludes that the
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proposed action light rail alignment, skirting the Grand Canyon village rather passing
through it, would generate lower noise levels in the village than alternative rail
alignments, including the routing considered in the Draft EA, which would have
passed through the village.

Nevertheless, there are six principal noise receptors that are closs: enough to the
proposed light rail alignment to experience adverse impacts from proposed transit
operations:

• So~th Rim overlook at Mather Point, approximately 500 feet from the proposed
light rail station

.• Mather Campground

• Trailer park
• Historic Village District
• Maswick Lodge guest accommodations
• Employee housing at Pinyon Park and Coconino Apartments

Sites within 150 feet of light rail operations 8Iso may experience noticeable vibration
impacts. The first three sites are on the east leg of the proposed transit route and have
been adjacent to highway traffic since their development at least 30 years ago. A
reduction in automobile traffic would lower noise levels at all of these three sites. In
addition, the overlook at Mather Point would benefit from the 0.9-mile road closure
and parking lot removal proposed in the adjacent area.

A number ofpossible mitigation meas~es can be implemented to limit noise intrusion
at sensitive receptor sites:

• Construction ofnoise barriers at critical locations
• Operating restriction of light rail operating speeds in the vicinity ofthe

campground and trailer park at night
• Increase in nighttime headways .
• Relocation ofthe campsites closest to the transit line.

The system would not be in operation during the hours from 10:00 PM to 6:00 AM, so
noise impacts would not be a factor during the time period when quiet is most critical
for overnight guests. Moreover, light rail systems typically operate within close
proximity of residences in urban areas at acceptable noise levels. As a nature retreat
and recreational area, the Grand Canyon environment is more sensitive to noise and
has substantially lower ambient noise levels than the urban settings where light rail
systems are commonly deployed. Even in the uniqtJ,e setting of the Grand Canyon,
however~ differences between light rail and bus alternatives are unlikely to be of such
magnitude as to dictate the choice between systems, particularly if appropriate
mitigation measures are implemented.
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2.3.3 Natural Resources: Wildlife and Vegetation

Both the construction and operation of a transit system can disrupt plant and animal
life. ORCA has established direction for the protection of the Orand Canyon's natural
resources in the 1988 Management Policies, NPS-77: Natural Resources Management
Guideline, the 1985 Statement for Management and the 1995 General Management
Pla~. The Draft EA for the Mather Point Orientation ffransit Center and Transit
System compares natural resource impacts for several non-guideway bus systems and a
rail system, although the alignment of that rail system differs from that currently
proposed by the ORCA. The Final EA discloses natural resource impacts for a rail
alignment essentially the same.as that proposed, however, and combining infonnation
from the Draft and Final EAs provides a basis for comparing the proposed rail system
alignment with non-guideway bus options.

According to the Draft and Final EAs, the primary natural resource impact of the
transit system would be to pinon/juniper forest. The Final EA also discloses impacts
to Ponderosa pine woodland. This vegetation provides habitat for mule deer, rock
squirrel, golden-mantled ground squirrel, raven, and pinons jay. Both plants and the
wildlife communities inhabiting the vegetation would be affected, primarily by
removal of the vegetation to accommodate the proposed transit center and, in the case

.of a rail system, the right-of-way including track. Thus, the magnitude of impacts is
directly related to the surface area or footprint occupied by the transit system. While
bus guideway options were not addressed specifically in the EAs, it is reasonable to
assume that aggregate right-of-way requirements for a bus guideway would be roughly
similar to those for rail along a similar alignment.

•
The Final EA projects that the proposed rail system would affect approximately 95.7
acres, which compares to the Draft EA's projected impact of 34 acres for non
guideway bus systems. The additional 62 acres comprise a minimal part of the total
woodland area at the South Rim. The Draft EA notes that there are no threatened or
endangered species inhabiting or depending on the area that will be affected by the
transit project.

2.3.4 Visitor Impact/Quality of Experience

The Draft EA identifies a number of improvements in the quality of visitors'
experiences that are common to all the transit alternatives:

• Removal ofprivate vehicles and tour buses from the South Riniwould eliminate
the traffic congestion and competition for parking spaces currently encountered
by visitors seeking access to scenic overlook points. Many visitors experience
long traffic delays and lack ofparking at desired destinations. During peak
periods, a considerable number ofvisitors never find parking spaces in the Mather
Point .overlook area, or they drive off the road to park in landscape along the
roadside, damaging vegetation and native animal habitats.

• Greater safety for pedestrians and bicycle riders
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• Quieter, cleaner, more natural environment at Mather Point and other overlook
points due to the elimination ofparking and tour bus idling along the South Rim

• Improved introduction to the park at Mather Point, due to the dramatic visual
impression created by natural vegetative screening and the drop in grade between
the new orientation center and the overlook point at the rim

The EA acknowle<;lges as a negative impact the need for visitors to wait for transit
service, although the wait would be short and often less time consuming than the
traffic delays that would be experienced by users of private vehicles in the absence of
the transit system. Visual intrusion is another potential negative impact, which is
expected to be minor. In the case of a light rail system, natural screening by tall trees
and dense forest would diminish any impact on natural scenic views.

The Draft EA also cites the following as advantages of light rail over bus service:

• More spacious vehicles
• Level loading at all stops
• Ability to equip vehicles with interior bike racks
• Ability to equip vehicles with video systems

In-vehicle travel times would be equal for light rail and buses operated over an
exclusive guideway. Travel times would be longer, however, for buses operating on
existing roadways. Park visitors are likely to view shorter travel times favorably.

As discussed in Section 2.2, wait times would be longer for a light rail system than for
buses, due to longer headways. With peak period headways ofapproximately 7 ~
minutes, however, wait times with light rail nevertheless would be short and are likely
to be viewed favorably by most passengers. Thus, the shorter wait times for bus
service would not represent a significant advantage over light rail service.

Moreover, the need to run buses on a very frequent schedule, with headways of under
1~ minutes, would have its disadvantages in terms of the character of the visitor's
experience. Nearly constant bus movement within view or earshot of the bus route
would be a source of constant disturbance to visitors seeking an experience of the
natural environment. At each transit station, several buses would be entering,
unloading, loading and departing at the same time, which may be suitable fol' urban
transportation, but which may not be suitable for the park setting ofthe Grand Canyon.
Inevitable slippage from a demanding schedule is likely to compound the intense
activity and possible disorder at the bus stations. If operated competently, the less
frequent and higher-capacity trains are likely to create a more orderly and attractive·
impression.

GRCA has the perception that rail cars are roomier than buses, and therefore would
accommodate visitors with bicycles more readily. Because of their greater capacity,
the use of rail cars would reduce the incidence of families and groups needing to
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separate. Light rail may provide a smoother ride than bus options, which would
improve passenger comfort. ORCA also cites the long tradition of train service at the
Grand Canyon, dating back to 1901, when the first passenger train reached the South
Rim, marking the transition from the frontier age to the era of20th Century tourism.

2.4 Development

The proposed transit service is an integral part of a growth management strategy aimed
at preserving the natural environment of the Grand Canyon and enhancing the
experience ofpark visitors. Development planning is another major component of that
strategy. The high volume of visitation at the park creates demand for lodging,
restaurants, and other services. Park employees also require a range of physical
facilities, inCluding housing.

As the number of visitors to the park rises, so do development pressures. The GMP
considered a variety of strategies for addressing anticipated growth, including reducing
visitation below demand levels. The growth management strategy selected in the
GMP will provide for an efficient organization of development to accommodate
substantial growth in visitation, while preserving the environment and improving park
operations. The GMP anticipates 6,865,000 Grand Canyon visitors in 2010, an
increase of34 percent above 1997 levels.

The planning process for the GMP identified three problem areas for which solutions
might be found beyond the park's boundaries: 1) transportation staging; 2) expansion
of employee housing, and 3) expansion of community facilities. From the park
perspective, the need for these facilities is clear. Transportation is the single biggest
issue in the GMP. Housing is both in poor quality and in short supply. Community
facilities, such as school buildings and places of worship serving park employees, are
inadequate.

2.4.1 Planned Future Development

Land use is a major issue both within and beyond the park boundaries. The GMP
designates limited areas in the park for development, preserving over 90 percent as
being suitable for wilderness. Transportation and other facilities included in the GMP
are confined to areas that already are considered "disturbed" as a result of existing
development. Housing for Grand Canyon employees currently is provided within the
park, in the area south ofthe village.

New South Rim development proposed in the GMP includes:

• transportation system linking Tusayan and Mather Point
• orientation/transit center at Mather Point .
• bicycle and pedestrian trail network
• shuttle bus system, including shelters

• housing
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• continuation ofvisitor services such as hotels, restaurants, and gift shops
• maintenance facility near junction of Center and South Entrance Roads
• transit station and transfer center at Maswick
• Heritage Education Campus (rehabilitation ofexisting historic buildings)
• replacement structures to accommodate functions displaced by Heritage Education

Campus

A development project planned since the GMP is the realignment of the Highway 64
interchange near Mather Point to accommodate through traffic. An existing parking
lot at Mather Point would be removed.

Outside the park boundaries, the GMP identifies the need for construction of 'a
transportation staging area ·and parking lot north of Tusayan to serve transit users.
The GMP also establishes as a principle of its growth management strategy the siting
of new housing and other development outside the boundaries of the park. Tusayan
has a number ofmotels, restaurants and other commercial facilities catering to tourists.
In 1993, Coconino County fonned the Tusayan Planning Committee to develop a plan
that would guide land use decisions in Tusayan.

2.4.2 Accommodating Growth Beyond the Park Boundaries

As an outgrowth of the GMP, GRCA has worked cooperatively with the Forest
Service (FS), Coconino County, and the Northern Arizona Council of Governments in
planning for the Tusayan area. A Draft EIS for Tusayan Growth was released for
public and agency review, addressing alternative proposals for land use in the area
near the park's south entrance. The DEIS considers two possible approaches by which
the community of Tusayan, which is surrounded by forest lands, could grow and solve
some of the park's problems: 1) exchange ofa large parcel of Federal land adjacent to
Tusayan for privately-owned properties scattered throughout a section of the Kaibab
National Forest 2) purchase ofKaibab National Forest lands through the Townsite Act,
which requires payment of fair market value and use of the purchased lands for
"municipal purposes" only. In either case, a transportation staging area for the park
transit system would be constructed by the park's selected transit provider on Kaibab
National Forest lands. Any private or municipal development of housing or
community service facilities would occur adjacent to the transportation staging area
and the existing community ofTusayan.

In the first of the above options, the lands adjacent to the transportation staging area
would be developed in a mix of commercial, residential, and community facilities to
serve the needs of park employees and tourists. A private developer has designed a
master-planned community that includes hotels, restaurants, retail shops, an
educational facility, and employee housing and community facilities. The
transportation staging area on adjacent Federal land will be an important "adjunct to
this development.

In the second ofthe options considered in the Tusayan Growth EIS, there would be no
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land exchange and no new master-planned community. Owners of existing businesses
have expressed support for locating the transportation staging area adjacent to their
properties.

A Supplement to the Draft EIS was issued in June 1998 and contained three new
alternatives for improving transportation, housing, community facilites and visitor
services outside the park boundaries. A decision on the Final EIS is expected this
summer. While the proposal for private development is highly controversial, the
planned transportation staging area is not. Accordingly, the NPS and FS hope that
construction of the transportation staging area on Federal land can proceed without
restraint.

2.4.3 Transit Altematives

The transit service proposed for the Grand Canyon would create the need for new
employee housing and related community and commercial services. This development
potentially could be located either within or outside the park boundaries, if a plan is
approved for additional development in the Tusayan area. Employees at the Grand
Canyon face special challenges in finding housing. Because the park is in a remote
setting where development is constrained by water supply, housing generally is not
available in the private market at reasonable commuting distances. Thus, the GRCA
must provide for employee housing and associated services.

Table 2.8 shows the number and cost ofnew housing units at $50,000 required for
each ofthe five transit options.

Table 2.8
Transit Employee Housing Needs

OPTION I OPTION II OPTION III OPTION IV OPTION V
ELECTRIC DIESEL LIGHT 40' CNG 60' 60'

LIGHT RAIL RAIL BUS ARTICULATED ARTICULATED
BUS BUS

HOUSING
UNITS 74 74 171 115 109
COST $3,700,000 $3,700,000 $8,550,000 $5,750,000 $5,450,000

The need for new housing is lowest with the light rail options. Employee housing
requirements would be 47 percent higher for Option V, 55 percent higher for Option
IV, and over 130 percent higher for Option III. The need to provideJtousing for transit
employees could be addressed with less impact to the park ifa plan for development in
the Tusayan area is approved.
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3.0 Summary

This section swmnarizes the technical review of the Grand Canyon transportation
alternatives analysis presented in the previous section. This analysis provided the
basis for GRCA's designation of light rail as the preferred alternative. Infonnation
also is presented on the financing plan and current schedule for implementation of the
proposed transit system. The report then concludes with a summary of FTA's and
FHWA's observations on the analysis of transit system alternatives.

3.1 Evaluation

Transit service in Grand Canyon National Park should provide a convenient,
comfortable, and reliable means of transporting visitors to points of interest on the

. -South Rinr.-~rs-ervice-indwaysa--crifrcal critelimrin-cvaluatiirg-ttanspottation
services. In addition, the Grand Canyon is· a setting of unusual environmental
sensitivity. While transit is often perceived as a solution to urban transportation
problems, the purpose. of implementing new transportation service in the Grand
Canyon is to preserve its essential natural character and the quality of experience.
enjoyed by its visitors. Thus, environmental issues--always a factor in transportation
planning--are particularly important in this special context. Similarly, land use and
development impacts are a major concern affecting the natural environment, park
operations, the quality ofvisitor experiences, and cost.

3.1.1 Transportation System

Key transportation system evaluation criteria include Operational CharacteristicS
(Capacity, Spatial Coverage, Reliability), Quality ofService (Travel Times, Wait
Times, Convenience, Comfort, Ease ofUse, System Comprehensibility), and Cost.

Operational Cbaracteristics: The key difference among the five options considered
by ORCA in the life-cycle cost analysis is the higher capacity ofthe proposed light rail
system compared to bus alternatives. A three-car train can carry 500 passengers,
versus only 60 passengers in a standard 40' bus and 100 passengers in a 60' articulated
bus. With peak hour (peak season) demand.of 4,000 passengers, the substantially
higher capacity oflight rail should be a clear adv~tage. Lower fleet size should also
contribute to improved reliability for light rail vehides compared to buses, although
with rail the risk ofsystem failure is greater.

The configuration of the proposed fixed route system would provide high quality
service to two key destination points, Canyon View at Mather' Point and Village
Center near Maswik Lodge, with multimodal connections (shuttle bus, walk, and
bicycle) to other points of interest. This configuration corresponds to visitor travel
patterns in the South Rim area, providing appropriate and reasonably convenient
spatial coverage.
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Quality of Service: Travel times between the Grand Canyon Transit Center and the
Canyon View Information Plaza would be nearly 30 percent shorter for transit services
operated in a dedicated right-of-way (light rail or busway) than for buses operated in
mixed traffic on existing roadways. The travel time savings for the light rail and
busway options would be approximately 3 minutes between Tusayan and Mather
Point. Wait times would be slightly shorter with buses than a light rail service,
although it may be difficult to attain the frequency of bus departures necessary to
acconunodate peak hour demand, and delays would extend wait times, especially since
most users would not be familiar with the system. Light rail headways of7~ minutes
should be attainable, resulting in short wait times that visitors are likely to perceive as
convenient. User comfort will depend largely on the specific vehicles chosen,
although light rail may provide a smoother ride than bus.

Cost: Capital costs are substantially higher for light rail than for bus. However, in
order to provide the same ridership capacity with the bus service as the rail, the bus
system would require a larger fleet size. Therefore, it would cost twice as much to
staffand maintain a bus fleet as a rail system.

Considering both the capital and operating costs, the investment is comparable for bus
and rail. GRCA has estimated net present value total costs to be $242.9 million for the
Diesel Light Rail option and $223.7 million for Articulated Bus operated on a
designated Busway.

3.1.2 Impacts to tbe Environment

Proposed transportation plans at the Grand Canyon National Park have been the
subject of extensive environmental review through an EIS for the GMP and an EA for
the South Rim transit system proposal. The principal relevant categories of potential
environmental impacts are Air Quality, Noise and Vibration, Natural Resources, and
Quality ofVisitor Experience, as described below.

Air Quality: The use of transit services by visitors would significantly lower
vehicular emissions, due to a major reduction in the use of private vehicles within the
South Rim area. Although GRCA did not compare different transit system alternatives
in terms ofair quality impacts, the differences among system types would be relatively
small compared to the benefit resulting from the reduced use of private vehicles.
Electric light rail and CNG buses would release the lowest levels of emissions and
result in the greatest air quality benefits.

Noise: As with air quality, the impact of restricting the use of private vehicles in the
South Rim would be overwhelmingly positive. Mitigation techniques can reduce
transit-related noise at individual receptors. Vibration impacts from light rail
operations may be perceptible at sites within 150 feet of rail lines. Bus operations
would produce no vibration impacts.
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Natural Resources: Transit systems with guideways, including light rail and buses
operated on busways, would disturb more acreage than bus systems operated on
existing roadways. The difference in impact--62 acres-is modest relative to the
resource. No threatened or endangered species would be affected.

Quality of Visitor Experience: GRCA's transportation plan would improve the
visitor's experience of the Grand Canyon, chiefly by eliminating traffic congestion
from South Rim roadways and the stress associated with finding scarce parking
spaces. Overall reductions in emissions and noise levels, as well as reinforcement of
walking and bicycling as modes of transportation, should produce a more tranquil
atmosphere conducive to the appreciation ofnature.

3.1.3 Deveiopment
- ~.- ---------- .- - ._-_. -----_._-_. _._-- ---

The unique natural environment in and surrounding the Grand Canyon National Park
is highly sensitive to development impacts: Transportation facilities can have
profound impacts on land development. Crucial development considerations
addressed in this assessment are the proposed transit system's Consistency with Land
Use Plans and Housing Cost for transit system employees.

Consistency with Land Use Plans: The transportation plan for the Grand Canyon has
been conceived as part of a broader growth management strategy, which would allow
for increasing park visitation, protection of natural resources, and enhancement of
visitor satisfaction. The modest level of development anticipated in conjunction with
the proposed transit system would be consistent with this vision of the park's future.
Locating new employee housing outside the park boundaries would help to maintain
the unique natural environment of the South Rim.

Housing Cost: As a result of the lack of a significant private housing market in the
vicinity of the park, GRCA must provide housing for its new employees. Bus options
would impose higher housing costs than light rail, because more employees would be
required to operate a bus-based system. The cost difference above light rail ranges
from $3.1 million for an articulated bus system operated on busways, to $4.9 million
for a service operated with 40' buses.

3.2 Financing

GRCA currently is analyzing potential financing mechanisms and means of reducing
project costs, as the basis for developing a financial plan. The system would most
likely be operated as a private concession under contract.. GRCA is evaluating the use
of "design-build-operate-maintenance"(DBOM) procurement through concessions
law, which would provide for financing of the system by a concessioner. GRCA would
pay the concessioner from the funds collected through the park admissions fee.
Payment to the concessioner would be at a pre-detennined per mile or per hour rate,
established through a competitive bidding process. Thus, the concessioner would bill
the GRCA on a regular basis for an amount equal to the number of miles or hours
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operated multiplied by the agreed upon fee per unit of service provided.

The most recent precedent for charging and retaining user fees at national parks was
established through the Recreational Fee Demonstration Program, authorized in 1996
and amended in 1997. Individual parks participating in the demonstration have been
allowed to retain up to 80 percent of the entrance fees collected on-site. The Parks
Omnibus Act of 1998 allows the NPS to charge user fees specifically for
transportation services operated under contract at national parks.

ORCA is in the process of detennining a fee structure that will provide the revenue
necessary to cover the cost of the transit system. This analysis incorporates the
following assumptions, which are subject to revision as financial planning progresses:

• 75% debt / 25% equity financing
• interest rate on debt of 6.4 %
• contractor's rate ofreturn on equity of20 percent
• system capital cost of$155 million
• first year operating and maintenance cost of$13.8 million

ORCA currently projects that the first year ofoperations would cost $30.4 million.

Over 75 percent of visitors to the Grand Canyon stay for only 1 or 2 days. Proposals
under consideration would establish either a single set of fees for the purchase of a 7
day pass, or a more complicated fee structure in which visitors would have the option
of purchasing a pass for either 7 days or a shorter stay of probably 1 or 2 days. The
ORCA is considering whether Golden Eagle, Golden Age, and Golden Access pass
holders would pay reduced fees or no fees at all.

Depending on the fee structure chosen, ORCA expects entrance charges, including a
transit fee, to be in the range of $12-$15 per adult and $7- $11 per child age 6-16. At
these rates, the cost of a typical family consisting of two adults and one child between
the ages of 6 and 16 would be $8 - $21 higher than with the current entrance fee of
$20 per car. While this would be a significant increase, for most families, it would
not represent a substantial increase in the total cost of a trip to the Grand Canyon. The
most recent entrance fee increase did not have a significant effect on park attendance,
indicating that there is considerable inelasticity of dem~d based on entrance fees.
Therefore, visitation probably would not decrease appreciably in response to the fee
increase. Charging user fees at the levels under consideration represents a reasonable
approach to meeting sYstem costs. Further development of financial plans is necessary
to detennine the viability of specific fmancing strategies.

3.3 Implementation Plan and Schedule

ORCA's Implementation Plan provides for development of the proposed light rail
system over a period of 3 1/2 years. The plan identifies seven major project
components: Tusayan Parking Area and Roads, Light Rail Ouideway & StatioDS,
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Grade Separated Overpasses, Light Rail Maintenance Facility, Light Rail Vehicle
Procurement, and Bus Procurement. Work on all of the components is to be initiated
concurrently following the Notice to Proceed. The component expected to require the
longest implementation" time is Light Rail Vehicle Procurement. The schedule
depends on the timing ofpermission to proceed with procurement.

While the schedule is fast-paced compared to typical light rail construction projects in
urban settings, the projected timeframe is very ambitious but may be feasible given the
less complicated construction environment at the Grand Canyon. It is suggested that
GRCA conduct a constructability analysis to confirm the schedule. The ability to
procure a relatively small order of 18 light rail transit vehicles (LRTs) in 24 months is
very problematic. GRCA should explore the possibility of a joint procurement with
another LRT property.

3.4 Observations

The transportation plan developed by the GRCA is necessary to address the Grand
Canyon's increasingly severe traffic problems. The basic transportation service
concept defined in the GMP and its translation into a specific transit system proposal
appear to be based on sound planning practices, including the analysis of potential
transit alternatives. Comments follow on aspects of the alternatives analysis
concerning transportation, impacts to the environment, and development.

3.4.1 Transportation

• The principal advantage of the proposed light rail system compared to the other
alternatives considered is its higher capacity. Peak hour demand of over 4,000
passengers can be accommodated more readily on 9 hourly 3-car trains than in 40
to 70 buses.

• The operation of fewer, higher-capacity vehicles should foster reliable operations
and maintenance efficiency. These advantages, however, depend on the quality of
equipment in use and the competence of operators, mechanics, and system
managers. A rail system is less forgiving ofmechanical problems and breakdowns
when they do occur and the risk of system failure is higher. A bus system with
more complicated operational logistics may produce more frequent, but less
severe, service interruptions.

• The travel time advantage for light rail or busway options would be tangible but
smaller than is typical of urban transportation systems, because most private
vehicles would be eliminated from the area's "roadways. Providing a dedicated
right-of-way should result in some improvement in schedule adherence.

• While some visitors may fmd it inconvenient to transfer between the line haul
transit service and connecting shuttle buses, the advantages ofthe proposed system
configuration appear to outweigh potential disadvantages. The transit system
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would provide good spatial coverage to points of interest throughout the South
Rim. The transportation plan underlying the proposed transit service thus
represents a s?und approach to meeting circulation needs within the South Rim
area.

• The analysis of capital and operating costs is based on reasonable asswnptions and
generally sound methods. Vehicle capital cost estimates are consistent with price
data reported by U.S. transit agencies. Estimates ofother capital cost components
are based on teclmical analysis conducted at a level of detail appropriate to transit
alternatives analysis.

• GRCA has estimated that the substantially higher capital cost for light rail,
compared to bus alternatives, would be offset by lower operating and maintenance
costs. Estimated total net present value costs of the Diesel Light Rail service
alternative are comparable to the estimated cost for Articulated Bus service
alternatives, although costs for an Electric Light Rail system would be higher.

• Estimates of unit operating and maintenance costs for one of the Articulated Bus
options may be too high. Ifa lower value of unit operating and maintenance costs
were determined to be more appropriate for this option, its total cost would be
reduced. In that case, Articulated Bus on Busway would be the lowest-eost option,
but the relative cost advantage over Diesel Light Rail probably still would not be
large enough to be decisive.

• There are several additional issues that could possibly affect the cost estimates to
some degree:

• Facility capital costs may be too dependent on vehicle fleet size, raising bus
capital costs:

• Several incorrect estimates of vehicle hours were used in the first stage of the
operating cost estimation process. The errors did not exceed 10 percent,
however, and as noted before, the model used for this part of the analysis was
relatively insensitive to variations in vehicle hours. The errors, therefore,
probably did not affect the unit cost estimates.

• Contingency factors on operating and maintenance costs may be too high. A
10 percent contingency cost is incorporated in labor costs to cover factors such
as turnover, extended leave, and training. In addition, a 9.5 percent
contingency factor is applied to total labor and other costs, yielding an
effective 20 percent contingency factor for the labor component of operating
and maintenance costs. The result is to boost the share of operating costs as a
component of total costs. This works to the disadvantage of the bus options,
which already have higher operating costs than rail.

These issues are unlikely to have a major effect on the analysis conclusions,
however, including the ranking ofthe transportation options in tenns ofcost.
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• ORCA is in the process of developing a strategy for financing the transit system
through user fees. A fully developed financial plan is necessary to determine the
feasibility ofproposed project financing.

3.4.2 Impacts to the Environment

• Environmental impacts have been considered in a succession of review cycles as
the project has progressed from a broad strategy in the GMP to a specific transit
system proposal. The approved EA for the transit system identifies raii service as
the proposed action.

• The environmental review process established to the satisfaction of review
agencies that the impact of the transit service concept would be of marked benefit
to the environment of the Grand Canyon, due to the dramatic reduction in
automobile use within the park. This conclusion is well founded and valid
irrespective of the equipment or means of propulsion selected for system
operations.

• Notwithstanding the indisputable environmental benefits of transit as an alternative
to private vehicles, there remains the potential for differences in impacts among
bus and rail alternatives and equipment powered by electric, diesel, and alternative
fuels. ORCA has not attempted to quantify and compare emission levels for transit
alternatives. While an electric light rail system would produce lower levels of air
pollution than either a rail or bus system powered by diesel fuel, this benefit is
unlikely to be of sufficient magnitude to outweigh the cost advantages of other
alternatives. CNG buses also would reduce air pollution somewhat relative to
diesel-powered vehicles, but at the cost of significant operational disadvantages.
ORCA should undertake an emissions analysis for the various vehicle types for
each option.

• Noise impacts, similarly, are unlikely to vary to such an extent as to determine the
choice among transit alternatives. Quantification ofnoise impacts would be useful
as a basis for developing an effective noise mitigation strategy. It also would be
reasonable for ORCA to include allowable emission and noise levels as system
design specifications and to seek the most pollution-free and quietest feasible
technology. Once a particular LRV has been decided upon, ORCA should obtain
noise data at various operating speeds and plot noise contours near sensitive noise
receptors (e.g. campgrounds) to fully analyze potential impacts.

• Users may find light rail service, which would operate at higher capacities and
lower frequencies than bUs alternatives, to be more compatible with their
expectations of recreational travel and less pervasive in its impact on their
experience of the park.
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3.4.3 Development

• The proposed transit system would impose modest development impacts. on the
Grand Canyon and its environs. This development was envisioned in GMP, which
sets forth a growth management strategy designed to protect the environment. The
GMP proposes that most future residential and commercial development be
located outside the park boundaries.

• Employee housing costs for 74 to 116 units would be in the range of$3.7 million
$5.8 million for the light rail and articulated bus alternatives. A system operated

...with standard 40'. buses--would require more··emplr!y_ees,~generating greater
demands for employee housing. Thus, employee housing costs are estimated to be
higher for this alternative, on the order of $8.6 million. While the objective of
reducing the need for employee housing is legitimate, differences among the light
rail and articulated bus options are not large enough to merit substantial weight in
determining the choice oftransit system.

3.5 Review Process
.

The FTA and FHWA have perfonned the review of the Grand Canyon alternatives
analysis following a process similar to that used in FTA's review of applications by
local transit properties for Federal funding under the Section 5309 New Starts
program. As with the financial assessments performed for New Starts projects, FTA
has reviewed the proposed Grand Canyon transit system in terms of expected ridership
and system characteristics, cost, benefits, and revenues. It is the purpose of this
review, as summarized in this report, to assess the feasibility of the project and to
develop appropriate recommendations for increasing the prospects for its success. It is
not the intention of the DOT to impose its judgment regarding the selection or design
of the transit system on prospective local grantees, in the case of FTA's New Starts
program, or on the National Park Service, in the case ofthis review.

•
As noted earlier in this report, FTA and FHWA have been working with GRCA over
the past year in a multidisciplinary effort supporting the advanced stages of project
planning. In response to FTA and FHWA comments on earlier GRCA projections of
project costs, GRCA developed the project to the 30 percent design stage and revised
its cost estimates accordingly. These cost estimates served as a basis for this review.
FTA and FHWA encourageGRCA to continue development of transit station plans to
the 100 percent design stage to provide a greater level of confidence and address
remaining questions regarding station design costs.

The information reviewed for this report provides strong evidence that GRCA has
developed its proposal for transit service through a sound and thorough planning
process, including a satisfactory analysis of transit alternatives and meaningful public
involvement. As part of this process, GRCA has identified a potentially sound
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strategy for financing the system through user fees. A conclusive determination of the
project's financial feasibility, however, will require a basis in a more fully developed
financial plan. FTA and FHWA recommend that the final fmancial plan be completed
prior to awarding a DBOM contract for the project.

~._. - --------
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Appendix A

Grand Canyon National Park Transit System Life Cycle Cost Analysis

Part 1- Capital Cost Estimates, All Options

Part II-Operating and Maintenance Cost Estimates, Option II-Diesel Light Rail
and Option V- 60 Foot Articulated Bus on Busway

Part III-Cost Estimate Summary (Net Present Value), Option II-Diesel Light Rail
and Option V - 60 Foot Articulated Bus on Busway





Grand Canyon National Park

Life Cycle Cost Analysis

Robert Peccia & Associates

OPTION I
Electric Light Rail System

Initial Capital Cost Estimate

Component Unit II Unit Cost SubTotal Total Cost

Cost

Light Rail Vehicle (Electric)" vehicle 18 $2,400,000 $43,200,000

High Rail Trucks vehicle 2 $140,000 $280,000 $43,480,000

Sub Grade & Tral;:k single lane, mi 19.25 . $16,300,000

Excavation cy. 265,276 $5 $1,326,380 $17,626,380

Signal System dual lane, mi 8.25 $11,419,000 $11,419,000

Electrification 1 - $20,500,000 $20,500,000

Electric Service to Site 1 - $17,600,000 $17,600,000

Stations (platforms) station 3 $815,000 $2,445,000 $2,445,000

Maintenance Facility 1 $7,500,000 $7,500,000

- Rail Bam perveh. 9 - $3,000,000

• Wash & Vac. Station 1 $1,000,000 $1,000,000
~

- Paving (asph & base) sq. ft. 5,000 $1.5 $7,500 $11 ,507,500

Employee Housing dwelling 74 $50,000 $3,700,000 $3,700,000

Three Overpasses 1 $2,007,816.0 $2,007,816 $2,007,816

SubTotal . $130,285,696

Contingencies-Rolling Stock 10% ng stock only) $4,348,000

Contingencies-Infrastructure 20% ng stock only) $17,361,139

Engineering-Infrastructure 10% ng stock only) $8,680,570

Light Rail System Total $160,675,405

• LRV Train Cars· No additional vehicle purchase required.

cc:comp1.wk4 revised 12122/98
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Grand Canyon National Park

Life Cycle Cost Analysis

Robert Peccia & Associates

OPTION II

Diesel Light Rail System
Initial Capital Cost Es.timate

Component Unit # Unit Cost SUbTotal Total Cost

Cost

Light Rail Vehicle (Diesel)· vehicle 18 $3.000,000 $54,000,000

High Rail Trucks vehicle 2 $140,000 $280,000 $54,280,000

Sub Grade & Track single lane, mi 19.25 . $16,300,000

Excavation cy. 265,276 $5 $1,326,380 $17.626.380

Signal System dual lane, mi 8.25 $11,419,000 $11,419,000

Stations (platforms) station 3 $815,000 $2,445,000 $2,445,000

Diesel LRV Maint. Facility 1 $7,500,000 $7,500,000

- Rail Barn perveh. 9 - $3,000,000

- Diesel Refueling Station 1 $880,000 $880,000

- Wash & Vac. Station 1 $1,000.000 $1,000,000

- Paving (asph & base) sq. fl 5.000 $1.5 $7,500 $12,387,500

Employee Housing dwelling 74 $50,000 $3,700,000 $3,700,000

Three Overpasses 1 $2,007,816 $2,007,816 $2,007,816

Sub Total $103.865.696

Contingencies-Rolling Stock 10% ng stock only) $5,428.000

Contingencies-Infrastructure . 20% ng stock only) $9,917.139

Engineering·lnfrastructure 10% ng stock only) $4,958,570

Light Rail System Total $124,169,405

• LRV Train Cars· No additional vehicle purchase required.

cccomp1.wk4 revised 12/22/98
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Grand Canyon National Park

life Cycle Cost Analysis

Robert Peccia & Associates

OPTION III

40' CNG, Low-floor Transit Bus
Initial Capital Cost Estimate

Component Unit # Unit Cost SubTotal Total Cost

Cost

New 40' CNG, Low-floor Bus vehicle 58 $325,000 $18,850,000 $18.850,000

Bus Maintenance Facility 1 $12,000,000 $12,000,000

• Bus Barn per veh. 62 . $2,300,000

- .--:J~efueling Station -.. _- 1 $3,0.0_0..000 .._$.3...0.00.000 --_.-._ .....

• Wash & Vac Station 1 $350,000 $350,000

- Paving (asph & base) sq. ft. 115,000 $1.5 $172,500 $17,822,500

Stations (platforms) station 3 $500.000 $1,500,000 $1,500,000

Employee Housing dwelling 171 $50,000 $8,550,000 $8,550,000

Upgrade Existing Roadways 1 $10,500,000 $10,500,000 $10,500,000

Sub Total $57,222,500

Contingencies-Rolling Stock 5% ng stock only) $942,500

Contingencies-Infrastructure 20% ng 'stock only) $7,674.500

Engineering-Infrastructure 10% ng stock only) $3.837,250

Transit Bus System Total $69,676,750

• 40' eNG Bus· Additional bus purchases: yr. 2007 +4 buses.

cccomp2.wk4 12/22/98
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Grand Canyon National Park

Life Cycle Cost Analysis

Rol:1ert Peccia & Associates

OPTION IV

60' Diesel, Low-floor Articulated Transit Bus
Initial Capital Cost Estimate

Component Unit # Unit Cost SubTotal Total Cost

Cost

New 60' Diesel, lo-flr, Artic Bu vehicle 35 $400,000 $14,000,000 $14.000.000

Bus Maintenance Facility 1 $12,000,000 $12,000,000

- Bus Barn perveh. 38 - $2,120,000

--- - Rpf"eling_Station --~.- 1 -~.OOO,OOO-- --$3,000,000 ---"

- Wash &Vac Station 1 $350,000 $350,000

- Paving (asph &base) sq. ft. 106,000 $1.5 $159,000 $17,629,000

Stations (platforms) station 3 $650,000' $1,950,000 $1,950,000

Employee Housing dwelling 115 $50,000 $5,750,000 $5,750;000

Upgrade Existing Roadways 1 $10,500,000 $10,500,000 $10,500,000

Sub Total $49,829,000

Contingencies-Rolling Stock 5% ng stock only) $700,000

Contingencies-Infrastructure 20% ng stock only) • $7,165,800

Engineering-Infrastructure 10% ng stock only) $3,582,900

Transit Bus System Total $61,277,700

• 60' ArticUlated Bus - Additional bus purchases: yr. 2007 +3 buses.

cccomp3.wk4 12/22/98

•

•
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Grand Canyon National Park

Life Cycle Cost Analysis

Robert Peccia & Associates

OPTION V
60' Diesel, Low-floor Articulated Transit Bus

With Dedicated Busway
Initial Capital Cost Estimate

Component Unit # Unit Cost SubTotal Total Cost·

Cost

New 60' Diesel, La-fir, Artic Bu vehicle 30 $400,000 $12,000,000 $12,000,000
Bus Maintenance Facility 1 $12,000,000 $12,000,000

- Bus Bam perveh. 30 - $1,675,000

- Refueling Station 1 $3,000,000 $3,000,000

~ Wash &Vac Station
~

1 $350,000 $350,000

- Paving (asph & base) sq.ft. 106,000 $1.50 $159,000 $17,184,000
Stations (platforms) station 3 $650,000 $1,950,000 $1,950,000

Dedica.ted Busway:

- Base Course & Pavement sq.ft. 2,787,840 $3.00 $8.363,520

- Excavation cu. yd. 270,000 $5.00 $1,350,000

- Drainage 1 $400,000 $4"00,000

- Other Construction Costs 1 $2,428,380 $2,428.380 $12.541,900

Employee Housing dwelling 109 $50,000 $5,450,000 $5,450,000

Three.Overpasses
.

1 $2,007,816 $2,007,816 $2,007,816

Sub Total $51,133,716

Contingencies-Rolling Stock 5% ng stock only) $600.000

Contingencies-Infrastructure 20% n9 stock only) $7,826,743

Engineering-Infrastructure 10% n9 stock ~mly) $3,913,372
Transit Bus System Total $63,473,831

cccomp3.wk4

-

12122198
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Grind Clnyon Nltionll Plr~

lUe Cyel. Cosl Anllysls OPTION 11
RObert Peeda & Associates Diesel Light Rail System

Site-Speclflc 0 & M Cost Estimate
j:

Basie Input Paramelers Seasonal Input PatMlelers I
I

RoundTrip Train est. Pk. Hr Daily Equlv. Oays ROUle. Train Train : Train Hrs. Train Train Hrs. Train I O&M
Dislance Travel Tim Train O&M- Oemand Hours of Pk. Hr. per CaplClly RndTrlps MIles I per day 01 Miles per Season Miles per COSlS per Annual

Year (mllesl (min.)' CaplClly°' Cosl/Hour Season (rldetlllr) Operation Utlliz. Selson MlI'l.1houl' per hour per hour' Operation r day olOperatlon Season Season O&MCosls

2002\
HI.5 35 525 55111."3 Summer 3.531 t6 0.75 'AI too 3.' 7 113.1 "11.0 1357.7 7.344 207.730 1$3,807.350 $8,Il99.04a4

Shoulder 2.~211 1~ 0.7' 122 2.7 5 ~.9 33.2 9311.5 ~,04 "~.~99 52.098.584
d Wlnler 986 '3 0.11 111 1.1 3 51.8 21.1 595.7 1,9'6 5-4.208 5993.550

20031 16.5 35 525 5518...3 I Summer 3.609 III Q.75 153 too 7 11304 048.1 1361.1 7,362 208.250 $3,816.1168 $6,909,003
ShOUlder 2.483 ,~ 0.79 122 5 s.c.9 33.2 938.5 ".048 " .....99 52.098,584

WInter '.0'5 13 0.111 91 3 56.8 2U 595.7 1,916 5-4.208 5993.550

20041 16.5 35 525 551ll.43 I Summer 3.687 16 0.75 153 900 ~.1 9 1~1.4 60.0 1697.1 9.180 259.663 $4,759.187 $7.851.322
Shoulder 2.537 1~ 0.79 '22 2.11 5 s.c.9 33.2 938.5 ",048 11~."99 $2,098.584

V*ller 1.041 13 0.111 t1 1.2 3 88.6 21.1 595.7 1.916 54.208 5993.550

20051 16.5 35 525 $51ll.43 I Summer 3,765 18 0.75 153 900 ...2 9 , ..1.4 60.0 1697.1 9.180 259'6631 $4.759.187 57,1151,322
Shoulder 2.592 I.. 0.79 122 2.11 5 s.c.' 33.2 938.5 ".048 I 1~,~99 52.0911,584

Wlnler 1.068 13 0.111 91 1.2 3 56.6 21.1 595.7 1.916 54.208 S993.55O

20061 16.5 35 525 $5111."3 I Summer 3.11"2 16 0.75 153

1

900 9 '''1.4 60.0 1697.1 9.1110 259.663\ $4.759.1117 57,851.322

Shoulder 2.646 I~ 0.79 122 5 s.c.9 33.2 938.5 ~,O411 11~."99 $2.098.584

WInter 1.095 13 0.111 II' 3 56.8 21.1 595.7 1.916 54,208 S993.55O

20071 111.5 35 525 SSIIl.43 I Slimmer 3.120 18 0.75 'AI 900 ..... 9 ,..,." 60.0 1697.1 9,180 259.6631 $4,759, I87 57,1152,099

Shoulder 2.701 1~ 0.7' 122 3.0 5 s.c.9 33.2 938.9 ".049 "".542 52,099.361

WInter 1.121 '3 0.111 11 1.2 3 56.6 I 21.1 595.7 1.9111 54.208 $993,550

20081 16.5 35 525 5518.~3 I Summer 3.998 16 0.75 153

1

900 u 9 ''',.,, 60.0 1697.1 9.180 259.6631 $4.759.167 58.550.850

Stloulder 2,755 1~ 0.7' 122 3.1 7 1t3.1 .....2 1251." 5,397 152.666 S2.7N.112

Wlnler 1.148 13 0.81 91 1.3 3 SU 21.1 595.7 1.918 54.208 5993.550

20091 $51U3 I Sunmer ~,075 Ie 0.75 153

1

900 ".5 9 141." 60.0 1697.1 9.180 259.663 54.759.1117 58,550.85016.5 35 525

Shoulder 2.1110 14 0.79 122 3.1 7 113.1 .....2 1251." 5.397 152,666 $2.798,112

V*lter 1,174 '3 0.81 111 1.3 3 56.6 21.1 595.7 1.9'6 54.208 $993.550

55111...·31 Summer· ".153 16 0.75 153 900 ".6 9 ,..,... 60.0 1697.1 9.1110 259.663 $4.759,187 Sll.550.1150
20101 16.5 35 525

Shoulder 2.884 1.. 0.7' 122 3.2 7 113.1 .....2 1251." 5,397 152.666 52.798,112

WInter 1.201 13 0.111 91 1.3 3 56.6 21.1 595.7 1.916 54,208 S993.55O

2011) 55111.43 I Summer 4.153 16 0.75 153 900 ".6 9 141.4 60.0 1697.1 9.180 259.663 54.759.187 S8.550,850
16.5 35 525

Shoulder 2.921 I" 0.79 122 3.2 7 113.1 ~.2 125U 5.397 152.666 $2,7911.112

Wlnler 1.225 13 0.81 91 1.4 3 56.6 21.1 595.7 1,916 54.208 5993.550

""I $518.43 Summer ".153 16 0.75 153 900 4.6 9 1.. ,,4 60.0 1697.1 9,1110 259.663 1$4.759.,87 S8.550.115016.5 35 525

Shoulder 2,980 I" 0.79 122 3.3 7 t 13.1 .....2 1251.4 5.397 152.666 S2 12

Wlnler t.250 13 0.111 91 l.4 3 56.8 21.1 595.7 1.916 54.208: ;0
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525 '518.431 Summer
Shoulder

VYlnler

525 S518.431 Summer
Shoulder

'MIlter

525 S518.431 Summer

Shoulder
Wlnler

S8.5SG.8SG

S8.550,850

$8.5SG.850

$8,550.850

$8.550.8SG

$8,550.850

S8.575,722

59.250.378

59.250.378

59.250,376

59.250.378

259.663\ $4,759,187
152,666 S2,798,112

54,208 $993.550

259.6631 $4.759.187
152,666 $2.798.112

54.208 $993.550

259,663 1$4.759.,87
154.023 S2,822.964

54,208 S993.5SG

259.6631 $4.759.187
152.666 $2.798.112
54,208 5993.550

259.6631 $4.759. 197
152.666 S2.798.112

54.208 '993.550

259.663 1$4'759"87
152,666 S2.798.112

54.208 S993.55O

259.663/$4.759.187
190.832 $3.497.6.010

54.208 5993,550

259.6631 $4,759.187
190.832 S3.497.6.oI0

5U08 $993.550

259.6631 $4.759.187
152.666 S2.798.112

54.208 $993.550

259'6631 $4,759.187 58.550.850
152.666 52.798.112

54.208 5993.550

259.6631 $4.759.187 S8.550.850
152.666 52.798.112

54.208 5993.550

259.663154.759, I 87
190.832 $3.497.640

54.208 5993.550

259.663 1$4.759.187

9,180

5.397

1.916

9.180

5.....5

1.916

9,180

5.397
1,916

9.180

5.397

1.916

9.180

5.397

1,916

9.180

6.747

1.916

9.180

5.397
1,916

9.180

5.397

1.916

9.180 259.663\ $4.759.187 $8.550.850
5.397 .152.666 $2.798.112

1.916 54.208 '993.550

9.180

5.397

1.916

9.180

6,747

1.916

9,180

6.747

1,916

9.180

9.180

·5.3117

1.9UI

1697.1

125U

595.7

1697.1

1251.4

595.7

1697.1

1564.2

595.7

1697.1

60.0 1697.1

.....2 1251.4

2U 595.7

60.0 1697.1

.....2 1251.4

21.1 595.7

60.0 1697.1

.....2 1251."
2U 595.7

60.0 1697.1

.....6 1282.5

21.1 595.7

SO.O 169r.l

55.3 1564.2

21.1 595.7

60.0 1697.1

.....2 125"4

2U 595.7

60.0 1897.1

.....2 125U

21.1 595.7

60.0 1697.1

.....2 1251.4

2U 595.7

60.0 1697.1

.....2 1251.4

21.1 595.7

60.0 1697.1

55.3 1564.2

21.1 595.7

SO.O

.....2
21.1

SO.O
.....2

'21.1

60.0
5~.3

21"

61'0

''''.4
113.1

56.6

14U

113.1

56.8

141."
113.1
56,8

14U

113.1

58.6

141.4

141.4

58.6

'41.4
114.1

56.8

141.4

113.1

56.8

141."

14'.4

56.6

141.4

113.1

56.8

141.4

141.4

56.6

141."
113.1

56.8

' .. 1.4
113.1

56.6

14"4

9

7
3

9
7

3

9
7

3

9

7

3

9
7
3

9

7

3

9

9
3

9 14""
7 113.1

3 56.8

9

9
3

9

7

3

9

9

3

9

7

3

9

9

7
3

4.8

3.7

U

4.8

3.1

1.8

4.8

3.7

1.8

4.8

3.8

U

4.8

3.5

U

~.8

3.4

1.4

4.8

3.4

"4
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900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900 U II

900

900

900

153

122
91

153

122

91

153

122

91

153

122

91

153

122

91

153

122
91

153

122

91

153

122

91

153

122

91

153

1
122
91

153/

153

1

122

91

153

122

91

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.75

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.75

0.79

0.81

18

14

13

16

14

"

18

14

13

18

14

13

16

14

13

18

14

13

18

14

13

16

14

13

16

18
14

13

18

14

13

16
14

13

18 0.75 '53
14 0.79 122

13 0.81 91

16

14

13

4.153

4.153

3.356
1.407

4,153

3.561

1,493

4.153

3,423

1.435

4,153

3,632

1,523

4.153

3,705

1.554

4,153

3.855
1,616

4.153

3.779

1.585

4.153

3,290

1.380

4.153

3.225

1.353

4,153

3.491

1,464

4.153

3.039
1,275

4.153

3.162

1.328

4.153

3.100

1.300

S518.431 Summer

Shoulder

'Mn1er

S518.431 Summer
Shoulder

WInter

S518.431 Summer

S518.431 Summer
Shoulder

Winter

S51U3 I Summer

Shoulder

'Mnter

525

525 S518.43 1 Summer
Shoulder

WInter

525 $518.431 Summer

Shoulder

WIn'er

525 '5Hl.43 I SUlMler

Shoulder

'Mn1er

525

525 '518.431 Summer
Shoulder

'Mnter

525

525

525 '518.43 I Summer

Shoulder

'Mn1er

525 S518.431 Summer

Shoulder

lMnler

525

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

16.5

16.5

I·

16.5

16,5

16.$ •

16.5

16.5

18.5

16.5

16.5

16.5

16.5

18.5

2019

20261

2021

2022

2018

2020

2025

2017

2013

1

2016

2023

2014

2015

1

-I



\Shoulcler 3.932 14 0.79 122

1
4.4 9 141.4 55.3 1564.2 6.741 190.832\ 53.497.640

Wlnler 1.649 13 0.81 91 U 3 56,& 21.1 595.7 1.916 54.208 5993.550

20271 16.5 35 525 $518.431 Summer 4.t53 16 0.75

'~I
900 4.6 9 14U 60.0 1697.1 9.180 '".... \""'"..., $9.250.378

Shoulder 4.010 14 0.79 122 4.5 9 141.4 55.3 1564.2 8.747 190.832 53.497.640

Wlnler 1.llll2 13 0.8T IU t.9 3 56.6 21.1 595.7 1.916 54.208 5993.550

20281 16,5 35 525 5518.43 I Summer 4.153 16 0.75 '"I 900 U 9 141.4 60.0 1697.1 9.180 '59.'" \".'59.'01 59.250.378
Shoulder 4.090 14 0.79 122 4.5 9 14U 55.3' 1564.2 6.747 190.832 53.497.640

Wlnler 1.715 13 0.81 It U 3 56.8 2U 595.7 t,916 54,208 5993.550

2029

1
16.5 35 525

•..•·..1........ 4.153 18 0.75

'~I
900 4.8 9 141.4 60.0 1697.1 9.180 259.663\$(,759.,87 59.250.378

Shoulder 4.153 14 0.79 '22 U 9 141.4 55.3 1564.2 8,747 190,832 53.497.640
Wlnler 1,750 13 0.81 91 U 3 56,& 21.1 595.7 1.918 54.208 $993,550

20301 16.5 35 525 "''''1'_ 4,153 T6 0.75 153 900 4.8 9 141.4 60.0 1697.1 9.180 259'6831 $(.759.187 59.250.378
Shoulder 4,153 14 0.79 122 4.' 9 14T.4 55.3 1564.2 6.747 190.832 S3.497.640

WInter 1,785 13 0.81 91 2.0 3 56.6 21.1 595.7 1,916 54.208 $993.550

20311 16.5 35 525 ....·..1...... 4,153 16 0.75 '"I BOO 4,8 • 141.4 60.0 1897.1 9.180 259.683 $(,759.187 $9.261.417
Shoulder 4.153 14 0.79 122 U 9 '41.4 55.3 '564.2 8.747 190,832 53.497.640

MIter 1.820 " D.a, It 2.0 3 57.2 21.3 1lO2.3 '.938 54,811 $1.004.590

I To~1 .111 11111.\

NOMa:

A....- tI~ il .1I_1or JiIIII,.. ptlllloo6 ....."". IlINd eft III .......11<1 _ oIomINIlrl"'~"2010.
Srllllll ••,lIfI'CIIiofto: S-o.wliI .... 3 .........._.7_.....-r__.
• T.......... _ ........

- T.....~_·_... ltInlIftoptt......'
- 0&" __ ..._Irl_doIIrI, ..... no ptOOo4IloIIlor~. liNd .... "QIoNIO&.. _ .........."""""-' .... LAT ......."'..'11'" lolIIIIIIIppI.O&II__ .......... -.......... "' ........llOdftc _ .....
E........ , ... "-\HIiuI5oII11 .......... IlINdIl\: _ •• lwI,.,OO'll. &. lwI,O~.-...an:........,· • tn..,00'lI. &Itn.'"~__.'In"t'" ••In,O~.........

-..,...... ...._tV,.".
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Grand C ~allonal p.,11

Lil. Cyet. .r Analy.l.

ROller! Pewl & ASlOOe,.,

OPTION"
Diesel light Rail System
Cost Estimate Summary

Based on Site Specific O&M Cost Estimates

Component Initial Cost

V••r 2002 V••, 2003 V.e,200<1 V••r2oo5 Vear2006 V••, 2001 V... ZOO8 V.... ZOO9 V.arZ010 V.a, ZOll v... Z012 Ve.rZ013 V..rZ014 v••r2015 Ve.. 2016

Capital COlli ,
SO SO SO SO SO SO 10 SO SO

,
SO SO SO SO SO

Routine O&M Co...• S',I",..4 SI,tOl,003 S1,151,3Z2 S1,151,322 S7,151,322 S1,.n,OIl ",5SO,'SO 1',550,'SO ",550,150 ",550,150 11,550,150 S',550,150 1I,5SO,ISO SI,550,ISO sa,5SO,ISO

Major M.inl. UP9rad. Co.'I:

• T'aln Meinl. Facilily SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO $0 10 SO SO SO SO SO
• OMU FI••I Vehldel SO SO SO SO SO 10 SO SO SO SO $0 SO SO SO SO
• Signe' Sysl.m Upgrade SO $0 SO SO SO SO SO SO $Z.Z83.8OO SO SO SO SO SO SO
• Geomellfe Car T,KIc Chec SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO $0 SO SO
Pevement Meinlenenee:

• Main!' Facilily Pvml. SO SO SO SO S1,147 SO SO SO SO Sl,147 SO SO SO SO 12.843
Majo, Main!. Co.l Tolal SO SO SO $0 $1,147 10 10 10 12,213,100 $1,147 10 10 SO SO 12,143

'~ig" ,to. OIU 11I_ ........... COIl IN' _, ...." ... -.a_oau ...III • .-td..... bet... """un~._ .................. TIlt oau_ ................. ..._.If..............._....__....... II .... Or

~ ~ - ~ .
Component Inlli.1 Cost I

V••r2002 Year Z003 V... 200<1 Ve.. Z005 V• .,ZOO8 V... ZOO? V.... 2008 V• .,ZOO9 V••,Z010 V.a,2011 v.a'2012 V.... 2013 V• ., 2014 V.ar2015 V.a,2018

Capilal COIlS tty 10 SO SO $0 SO so SO '0 SO SO SO SO SO so
Rouline OIM COSII o S8.899.484 18.909.003 17,851.32Z 1'.851.3Z2 17,851,322 11.852,099 18.550,8SO 18.550.850 18.550.850 18.550.850 S8,550.850 18.550.850 S8,550.850 S8.550.850 18,550.850

Major Mainlenane. Cosi. SO SO .0 SO SI.1.7 SO sO SO 12,283.800 11.147 SO SO SO SO S2.843

Tot.ICo... by V.., r I , SI,I0l,003 17,151,322 17,'51,322 S7,152,441' 17,8'2,011 II,SSO,150 I',ISO,ISO "0,IU,150 ","'.117 S',550,ISO sa,5SO,'50 ",550,150 ",550,'50 ",513.1"

-A.COI......._ .. ,"'_,_...~""..IloI......H_.

Nel P,esenl Valu. COil Summary-

Component NPV
V.a,2oo2

CapHIlCoslI "'U'II'III

Routine 0&1.1 COlli fI.... PI"
Major Maintenance COlli S9.4 t 9.592

Total COI.. jNPV) ..n .. , I 'JP

- COlts _ ,,_NIl ""'.... v_.U_td..... III ........_IIt...,. .............. ,......,.-.
IUl'I"C8I'ftIII1 ..... ..\OlItd 12IZ2IM
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Annual COil 3O-Vea,

Vita, 2017 Vee, 20111 V.a,2019 '1""'2020 V.a' 2021 Ve... 2022 '1".... 2023 '1".... 2024 '1"... 2025 '1"• .,20211 V.a,2027 V.a,20211 V..r2029 Veat2030 v••, 2031 Tolals

SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO S124,1",40S
$1,5&0,850 SI,SSO,850 11.550,150 11,550.150 SI.550,I50 SI,1I15,722 ",2110,37' S',211O,37' 1',2110,311 ",210"71 ",2110,371 ",2IO,S7' S.,zIG,nl ••,zIO,3711 11,211,417 S25I.761.115

52.2SO.OOO SO so SO SO SO SO SO .0 .0 SO SO SO SO SO S2.2SO.ooo
SI6.200.ooo SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO Sl6.2oo,ooo

S2.2113.8OO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO S2.2113.8OO SO SO SO SO SO SO S6.851.4OO
S2SO.ooo SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO S250.ooo

SO SO SO SO SI.147 SO SO SO SO S1,147 SO SO SO SO SO $7,431
12I1,IIS,IOO SII SO SO St,147 SO SO SO $2,213,100 't,1.7 SO SO SO SO SO $2',5'1""

AnnualCosl 30-'1"....
v... 20n V.... 20111 V... 2019 '1"..,2020 n.,2021 V.... 2022 '1"••'2023 '1"...2024 '1".... 2025 V.e'20211 '1"... 2027 v... 20211 '1".... 202. '1"... 2030 '1".... 2031 Totell

SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO So SO SO SO SO SI24.189.405

S8.550.8SO S8.5SO,lISO SUsa,IIsa SlI,5S0.8S0 SlI,5SO.8S0 $8,575.722 '9,2sa,3711 $1.250.3711 '9.250,3711 10.250.3711 SI.250.3711 S8,250,37l1 S9,2SO,378 SUsa,3711 $8,261,417 USlI,78l1.1115

~0.883.IIOO SO SO SO S1,147 SO SO SO ' '2.283,800 S1,147 SO SO SO SO SO S25.5SlI,lI31

S2I,534,I50 SI,S5O,150 S',550.150 SI,550.'50 SI,S",1I7 ",575,722 $',250,37' ",2110,37' '",IU,17' $',2lt,121 ",2IO,srl ",250,371 S'.21O,371 $1,250,371 St.211,417 $401,414,851
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100 .,49.58\ Summer
Shoulder

WInt..

100 .,<19.58\ Summer
Shoulder

WInter

$12.394.167

$12,739.331

S12.595.999

511.847.173

1.337.657 156,865.722
825.764 14,238.451

251.330 $1,269.988

,.337.657156.865.722
747.138 53.834.794

223,404 51.146,656

"337.657 116'865'722
865.101 1<1.<1<10,288

251,330 '1.289,988

1.337,651 Ise.665.722
665.107 "'.440.288

279.256 ".433,320

<15.900

26,336

8.624

45.900

25.637

1.666

45.900

29,685
8,624

45,900

29.685

9.582

<15,900 ',337,657156.665.722 512.192.336
26,986766,461 '4,036.626

8.624 251.330 SI.269.988

45.900 1.337'657156'865.722 512.192.336
26,966 188.<161 14,036.626
8.624 251.330 51.289.986

45.900 ',337,657\56.865.722 511.647.173
25.637 747.138 $3.834.794

7.666 223,404 51,146,658

45,900 1,337,657156.665.722 $12.192.336
26.966 766.461 14.038,626

8.624 25l.330 $1.289,988

45,900 ,.337'657156'865.722 511.847.173
25.637 747.138 $3.834.794

1,666 223.404 51.146,656

! 45.900 ,.337.657156.865.722 512.394.167
28,336 825,764 14.238.457
8,624 251,330 $1,289,968

300.0 8,742,9

210.1 B.124.1

64.2 2,455.0

300.0 8,742.9

243.3 7,091.0

94.8 2,161.9

300.0 8,742.9
210.1 8,124.1

64.2 2.455.0

300,0 8,742,9

210,1 B,124.1

64,2 2,455.0

300.0 8,742,9

232.3 6,768.7
94.8 2,161.9

300.0 8,142.9

221.2 6,446.4

94.8 2,761.9

300.0 8.142.9

232.3 6,768.1

94.8 2,161.9

300.0 8,742.9

243.3 1,091.0

105.3 3,066.7

300.0 8.742.9

221.2 6,4<16.4

94.8 2,161.9

300.0 8.7<12.9

22'.2 6,<146.4
94.8 2,161.9

728.8

582.9
262.3

728.8

641.1

282.3

728.B
553.1

233.1

128.6

812.0

262.3

128.6

582.9
262.3

128.6

841.1

291.4

728.8
812.0

2B2.3

728.6

582.9

262.3

728.B

553.7

233.1

728.6

553.7

233.1

43
38

15

<13

38

17

43
33
14

43

34

15

43

33

14

43

38

15

43

34
15

<13

38
15

<13

34

15

<13

33

14

24.2

20.4

8.5

24.2",.
20.0
8.4

24.2".
21.8

9.1

24.2

19.6

8.2

24.2".19.2 .

8.1

24.2"
21.2

8.9

24.2
18.8

1.9

24.2 .....
18.1

7.8

2.4.2"20.8
8.7

24.2
18.4

7.7

171

171

171

171

171

171

171

171

171

171

153

1
122

91

153

1

122

91

153\
122

91

153

1
122

91

153

1
122
91

153

1
122

91

153

1
122

91

153

1

122

91

153\
122

91

153

1

122

91

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.15

0.79

0.81

0,75

0.19

0,81

0.75

0.79
0,81

0.75

0.19

0.81

0,15

0.79

0.81

0.75

0.19

0.81

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.75
0,79

0.81

0.75

0.19

0.81

IS

14

13

16

14

13

18
1<1

13

16
14

13

16
14

13

16

14

13

16
1<1

13

16

14

13

16
14

13

16

14

13

4,153

3,358

1,407

4,153

3,632

1,523

4.153
3,290
1,380

4,153

3,423

1,435

4.153
3,225

'.353

4.f53

3,491

1,464

4,153

3,705

1,554

<1,153

3,162

1,328

4,153

3,100

1,300

. 4,153

3,561
1,493

.1<19.581 Summer
Shoulder

WIn1er .

.1<19.581 Summer
Shoulder

WInter

.,<19.581 Summer
Shoukler

WInter

'1<19.581 Summ.,.
Shoulder

WInter

.149.581 Summer
Shoulder

WInter

*,49.581 Summer
Shoulder

lMnler

'1<19'581 Summer
Shoulder

. Wlnler

100

100

100

100

100

100

100 .,49.581 Summer
Shoulder

lMnler

100

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

2014\

2015

1
2016

1

2017\.

2018

1
2019

1

2~01

2021

1

2~21

2M31

2024

1'
17 35 100 S149.58I Summer

Shoulder

WInter

4,153

3,779

1,585

16

14

13

0.75

0,19

0.81

153

1
122

91

171 24.2_
22.0

9.2

43

38

17

728.6

842.4
291.4

300.0 8,742,9

243.8 7,105.3

105.3 3,068.7

45.900

29.745

9.582

,.337,657156.865.722
866.844 "',449.202

279.256 '1.433.320

$12.748.245

2025

1

17 35 100 S149.58I Summer
Shoulder

WInter

4,153

3,855
1,818

16

14

13

0.15

0.79
0.81

153

1
122
91

171 24.2
22.5
9.4

43

39

17

128.8

870.3
291.4

300.0 8,742.9

254.<1 7,413.4

105.3 3,068.7

45.900

31.034
9,582

1.337.657/56.665.722
904.430 "'.642,120
279,256 $1.433.320

512.941.162

100 Sl<19.58 I Summer
Shoulder

WInlef

2MBI

2027

1

17

17

35

35

100 '149.581 Summer
Shoulder

Winter

4,153

3,932
1,649

4,153

4,010

1,682

16

14
13

18

14

13

0.75

0.79
0.81

0,75

0.79

0.81

153

1

122
91

153

1

122

91

171

171

24,2"
22.9

9.8

24.2".23.4

9.8

43

39

17

43

41

17

728.6

870.3

291.4

128.8

899.4

285.9

300.0 8,142.9

25<1.<1 1,<113.4

105.3 3,068.7

300.0 8,1<12.9

265.4 1,135.1

103.3 3,010.9

"5.900
31.034
9,582

<15,900

32,384

9,402

1,337,657/56,885,722
904.<130 "'.642.120
219,256 $1.433.320

1,337,651 156.865.722
943,753 "'.843.951

273.996 $1.406.326

$12.94l.162

513. I 15.999

2028

1

17 15 100 Sl<19.58 1Summer
Shoulder

WInlef

4,153

4,090

1,715

16

14

13

0.75

0.79

0.81

153

1

122

91

171
24.2"
23.9

10,0

A-12

43

<11

17

728.6

B99.4

291.6

300.0 8,742.9

285.4 1,135.1

105.3 3,010.0

45.900

32.384

9.566

,.337,657/56.865.722
943.753 14.843.951

279,372 51.433.918

513.143.591



~l
17 35 100 1149.58ISurnmet 4,153 111 0.75 153

1

171
24.2"-

43 72l1.l1 300.0 11,742.9 45,900 1,337,657\$6.1165.722 113.488.157

Shoulder 4,153 14 0.78 122 24.2 43 72l1.l1 2711.5 11,058.0 33,733 983,078 15,045.782

WonIet 1.750 13 0.81 91 10.2 19 32D.l1 "5.8 3,375.11 10,541 307,1111 11,5711.1152

~\
17 35 100 1149.58 1Surnmet 4,153 18 0.75. 153' 171

24.2"
43 7211.8 300.0 8.742.8 45,110O 1,337.1157!S6,llll5.722 113.488.157

Shoulder 4.153 14 0.78 122 24.2 43 728.11 2711.5 11,058.0 33.733 9113,0711 15,045,782

WonIet 1,785 13 0.81 81 10.4 UI 32D.l1 115.11 3,375.11 10.541 307,181 11,578,1152

2031\
17 35 100 1149.58 \ Summer 4.153 111 0.75

153\
.171

24.2_
43' 728.8 300.0 11,742.8 45,900 1'337,1I57\S6'885'722 113.488,157

ShOulder 4.153 14 0.79 122 24.2 43 728.8 2711.5 11,058.0 33,733 983,078 15,045,782

'MnIet 1,120 13 0.81 11 10.11 19 320.8 115.8 3,375.8 10.541 307,181 11,576.1152
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G,and Canyon National PI'.

LIf" Cycl" Cost Anlly.l.

ROO"" P"CCII & AUDe'I.es

OPTION V
60' Diesel, Low·f1oor Articulated Transit Bus· With Dedicated Busway

Cost Estimate Summary
Based on Site-Speclflc O&M Cost Estimates

Componenl tniUIICoSI

V"I' 2002 V.I,2003 V".. 2004 V".. ZOOS V... 200e V... Zoo7 V"., 2008 V,.. 2009 v,., 2010 V,., 2011 V,.. 2012 V,., 2013 V,,,, 2014 V,.. 201S v... 2016

Clpllli COil Tolar SU.'73.131 SO SO 10 10 10 10 SO 10 10 10 SO So SO SO

Roulln" 0&11I COil TOIlI" St........ St••2••2.7 S10,0320.. "0,27....0 "0."',011 ItO,IoC.,o1l 111.02l,1oC' S11.021.1oC' S11.301.0U 111.'11"'5 111,148.3" ,".ua,u1 111,847.173 111,847.173 111,U7,173
TrMli1 Bus Syslem:

• Bu. MItit'II,,"_ FKilIty SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO 10 SO SO
• Trenlll FlMIVIhIcI". SO SO so SO SO SO SO 13,800.000 SO SO SO SO SO 10 SO
P_IIIIllnlen_:

• BUI ROU1lt Roed. SO SO SO SO 157',464 SO SO SO SO 'S74,484 10 SO SO SO 11.'25,185
• "'...... F8dlily Pwnl. SO SO SO SO S2",325 SO SO SO SO S2",325 SO SO SO SO seo,201l)
M.lo' Malnl CO.I TOll' SO SO SO SO Slit,Tt. SO SO 13,'00,000 SO SI".71t .0 SO SO .0 .,......25

__W_od .... ..-... ,..:1007 ••_: _: ".201' ••-'", _ ..-.
-T.......... O.YIIo_on_.. .I_ O&M_ ........od ...~_~,,2I-tOIl.............__....Ion"' .... U.•.

Tlw OIY__"",",10''-- ,,11_. " ...-__...-... _1I.. _CIf¥ln.

COil SumtOIa/Y-

Componenl InfllllCotl

v•., 2002 y".. 2003 V... 2004 v•., 2005 V•.,zooe v•., 2007 V• .,200B V• .,2009 .,• .,2010 V,., 2011 v"... 2012 v•., 2013 v••, 2014 v... 2015 v.... 20111

C"pllllColll 183,473.B31 SO SO .0 SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO 10 SO SO

Roullll4! 0&'" COlli 'USol.II88 '9.929,2117 "0.032.094 S10,274,4IO • 10,SoI9.0811 110,549,089 "',025,549 "'.015,5411 111.301.014 S".'5',415 "1.845.341 .,1.8.5,341 Sft.8d,173 Sll.847.173 $11,847.173

Major Mllnten_ COlli SO SO SO SO 15118.78' SO SO 13,800.000 SO 1518,789 SO SO SO SO Sl,4lMl."25

TOlll Co... by v•., 173.121,411 ",'2',217 S10.032.01' "0,27'.'80 S11.1.7.11. S10."',o1l S11.021.... 1",'21.14' '",301,014 S12.010,20. '11."8.341 1'1,148.341 S" ....7.'73 "'."7,'73 S13.333,'"
-". 101..._._.........- ... _ .._.

Net Presenl VII... CosC SuIl'olNlY""

.~.....

Componenl NPII

v".. 2002

C"pll., COl'S see.o.cO.851

R<lUtJn" 0&'" Cosli

"'Ijor "'.'nlenllla CoIlS $8,001.1188

TOlll Co." INpv)
-C....._ ..IItIHt'IHII_V_._..IoI .......... - ...·1I'11lo ..... Ul.ftVS..........-·

...1Cl 121221II

._ -14



Annu"COI' 3G-V••
V•• 2017 Vu'2OIS V.., 2019 V••,20ZO V.III 2021 V• .,Z022 V•• Z023 V..,Z024 _ V.., 2025 V••2028 V•• 2027 V•• 20211 V• ., 20211 v••2030 V••, 2031 _Toterl

112.'00,000 10 10 10 SO SO SO SO SO SO SO 10 SO 10 10 I7I.OT3.131
112."2.331 112.1'2.33' 112.1U,," 112.394.117 112,314.tl7 112........ 112.13'''31 112.T4I,24I 112,141.1'2 112."1.112 SU.11I.'" 113.113,111 'ts.41'.ll7 .13.....117 "3.41',157 $351,171,727

S3.eoo,ooo SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO S3,eoo.ooo
SO SO SO SO .SO SO SO 13.800,000 SO SO SO SO SO SO SO IT,2oo.ooo

•SO SO SO SO 157'.484 SO SO SO SO 1574.484 SO SO SO SO SO S3,724,OoU
SO SO .0 SO '24.325 SO SO SO SO . '2',325 SO .0 SO SO SO '157.540

13.'00.000 SO SO SO 15t1.'" SO SO P,IOO.000 SO 15t1.'" SO SO SO SO SO 11....1,181

NwMJtilCon 3G-Vew

V•• 2Ot7 V•• 201S V•• 2019 V_2OZO V••Z021 v• ., 2022 v••2023 V••2024 v••2025 v•• 2028 V••202T v••, 2028 V.... 20N V••2030 V.... 203t Tot".

112,eoo,ooo SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO '711,073,1131

112,192,3311 112,192,33& '12.192,338 112,304.187 112,304.1117 '12.595._ 112.7311,331 112.748,245 '12."1.182 112.041.1112 '13.115._ 113.143.591 113,488.157 • 13.188.157 "3.488.157 S35e.II71J.72T

13.800.000 SO SO SO 1598,789 SO SO S3.eoo.OOO SO 15N.711 SO SO SO SO SO '14.881.581

.21,3.2,331 1':I.1U.U' 112.112.33' 112,314.117 112.112.1111 112.1...... '12.731,331 111,ua,211 '12,141.1'2 113,13....1 113.111.... '13.113"'1 113.....117 113.....117 -'13,41'.157 $447,435.13t

•
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